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was
arraigned Thursday morning and
Colonial Theatre
WALDO COUNTY GRANGE.
plead guilty. He was sentenced to imin the State prison at Thomprisonment
Latest
and
Best in Films Shown
mi ot Orono Presiding.
aston at hard labor for not less than one
Daily,
Waldo County Grange met at Equity
Matinee and
year and not more than two yearB. Judge
Evening, at This Warm,
It was a beautiful
hall Jan. 7th.
Grange
Dunn
was
him
inclined
to
be
lenient
to
Comfortable
Oocket.
Playhouse.
as he seems to be entirely free from any
morning and fine sleighing but there was
j
that, of the town malicious
Lina Cavalieri,
an unusually small attendance, due to the
intent, but is not morally !
Thursday.
iy of Belfast, took, strong enough to keep him from crimj
fact there was a good deal of sickness
and Thursday fore- inal offences.
He did not seem inclined
about and a good deal of fear of the sickas
brought to re- to profit by the good treatment given
r sician’s services,
ness.
Worthy Master B. L. Aborn called
him by all connected with the jail during
furnished Albert L. the months he was detained there for
the meeting to order, and there was a
Ire for the defense
forgery. He was taken to Thomaston
short forenoon session made interesting
a resident of BelMonday by Deputy Warden Eaton.
\eral business men
by timely remarks from Brothers Manley
In the case of State vs. Clifton Gibbs
that he had lived of
Wilson of Riverside Grange, Charles
for
indicted
assault
on
Duncan
Knox,
rthport and Unity, McAndlass of Brooks, the respondent
Adams of South Montville Grange and
introihe plaintiff
was
arraigned Thursday morning and
Deputy Master Charles Woods of River>f Monroe and othplead not guilty.
side.
own’sclaims. The
Dinner was announced and a very
The two appealed cases for illegal fishliberation returned
satisfactory hour was spent in the dining
ing in State vs. Frank M. and D. I. Patat ill for the full
ten were continued.
hall. The afternoon meeting was opened
s
of Belfast and
The case of State vs. Roy L. Pease of
by singing America. Address of welcome
ged on the drawn West Appleton, indicted for the murder
by Sister Clara Seekins as follows:
of his wife, Ellen Cooper Pease of North
Bragdon vs. George Searsmont, was nol
as the re“To the officers and members of Waldo
pressed,
glit to recover on a pondent died of influenza in the Bangor
>
Pomona Grange.
ry returned a verInsane Hospital.
plaintilT.
We, the members of Equity Grange,
The case of State vs. Harry L. Downs,
:.;
I W. Hanson vs.
In the
give you a hearty welcome.
indicted for failure to support his wife j
son parties, brought
and minor child, was continued.
grange life Pomona Grange has an imr years’ pasturage
The appealed case of State vs. Clifton
portant place to fill, serving as the con•tie, there were sev- I Gibbs of Knox for assault was nol
necting link between the State and subllodgdon C. Buz-; pressed, as he had been found not guilty
[
ordinate grangesand also binding the submd Arthur Ritchie
and discharged from custody.
ordinate granges more closely together.
the witness stand
These monthly meetings should he the
»n of the c ase at a
Divorces Decreed.
LINA
I
ideal place in which to cultivate the “get
•! apparently agree.
The following divorces were decreed by
ta A Voniia of
together spirit” and to discuss the great
:p the case for the
IttLpuLse'
Judge Dunn:
problems of the day in which we are all
% ill be
a record for
Alberta Hazel Sanborn, Libt., vs. Lewis
Eor while the grange has
Cpicatra
so interested.
The jury returnJ. Sanborn; for cruel and abusive treatEvery man who has a beautiful w fe its social pleasures, giving neighbors and
plaintiff for $18 75, ment; the care and custody of their minor
should see Lina Cavalieri in “A Woman friends opportunities to meet together,
n the pasture,
of our
child, Maurice L. Sanborn, was given to of Impulse,”
signed for trial and the libellant. The
Thursday. Never were the ytt this is not the whole purpose
in Belparties
belong
perpetual perils of beauty better illustrat- order. As we all know the grange was
ad t ie following enfast but Mr. Sanborn is at present in ed.
than
founded
a
little
more
fifty years ago
The green-eyed monster of Jealousy
Eastport.
bestrides the husband’s life, until he just, after the Civil War, when the counM. F. D’Arcy, setAnnie T. Verrill, Stockton Springs, vs. wishes
was divided with hatred.
One of its
try
he had married a girl whose beauHarry F. Verrill, do.; for gross and con- ty was of the soul rather than of the purposes at that time was to assist in the
vs. Eola M. Doyle,
firmed habits of intoxication; care and
reconstruction work of the country, now
body.
urther action.
of their minor children Edward
This wonderful picture will give all at the close of the present war it is again
-<
Leslie E. Nash, custody
J. and Alice M. given to libellant, the
married couples food for thought—to the confronted by serious problems of reconlibetle to pay
For the past two years all
per week for their sup- single it is thick with
hints of the dra- struction.
Virginia Hogan,
port.
farmers have considered it to be their
matic deeps in life ahead of them.
Iden Everett Rhodes of Liberty, Libt.,
A
Mack Sennett two-reel comedy, patriotic duty to raise all the food possi! vs. Herbert Black,
vs.
Goldie E. Rhodes of Augusta, for “An
International Sneak, ’and the Offi- ble in spite of the scarcity of labor and
cruel and abusive treatment; care and cial War
the high cost of all farming implements
vs.
Vesta Hasty.
pictures will complete Thursand supplies.
Now with the war over
custody of minor children, Eernald E. and day’s bill.
Donald B. given to libellant.
uue 01
uie piuuiems aiieau, is now
10
tarns of Knox vs.
Lester C. Bagiev of Lewiston, Libt., vs.
put tiie production of food on a business
“Romance of Tarzan," Friday.
suited.
of Troy; utter desertion for j
basis.
While the grange is especially the
i >ickey-K nowlton Sylvia Bagley
3 years.
farmer’s order, it has proved itself along
\ bion K. Jackson
Lura B. Young of Stockton Springs,
all lines to be a powerful organization for
I.ibt.. vs. Maynard Young of Bluehill; j
good, and when we as individual granges
.1. Trie key vs. A.
cruel and abusive treatment; care and j
feel sometimes discouraged, because of
E.
Drummond
A.
of minor child, Edith Rosamond,
lack of interest ana poor attendance, it
assigned for the custody the
will Jo us good to read the declaration of
to
libellant.
given
Ara E. Murray, Burnham, Libt., vs. 1
purposes of the National grange for this
\ t ile Publishing Co.
1
Thomas h. Murray of Oakland; gross and
year and the broad principles for which it
was continued.
confirmed habits of intoxication; care
stands. This meeting, the first of the
\ il docket were:
and custody of minor child Sherman A.
new year, has a special interest to us all.
G. Dickey, disLet us in our grange work start out with
given to the libellant.
Blanche E. Corliss, Freedom, Libt., vs.
a new courage, realizing that while our
Jessie Welch,
cs.
Chas. F. Corliss, Dedham, Mass.; cruel
National grange has declared itself for all
that
is good, that after all it is made up of
and abusive treatment.
\ndrew Wood,
the individual and as such we each have
Theora E Rnowlton, Islesboro, Libt.,
her action.
vs.
our own responsibilities and our own litMelvin C. Rnowlton, Belfast; cruel
Herbert F. Jackand abusive treatment.
tle corner to fill.
So let us in the coming
et endant suggested,
Charles W. Littlefield, Stockton Springs
year always go forward, be dionest, be
Esther P. Ryan,
s.
just and fear not.”
Libt., vs Luvina F. Littlefield, Camden;
cruel and abusive treatment.
As the sister appointed to respond was
r, Libt., vs. Nellie
Ambrose L Ellis, Belfast, Libt., vs.
not present, Past Master Edward Evans,
it bout prejudice.
Enid AYarkey in t?>&
Nora B. Ellis, do.; adultery.
the ever ready and ever pleasing speaker,
Nathan D. Ross,
"Romance of Tarzan
Annie A. Moore, Belfast, Libt., vs.
responded in his usual happy manner.
E.
Clarence
Moore, Haverhill, Mass.,
This was followed by reading by Sister
vs.
Melvin F.
utter desertion for three years.
Gussie Waterman, instrumental music by
On Friday, comes the long awaited
vs.
Helen Eastman,
Sister Alice Dyer and story by Sister
Augusta, Libt.,
Donald H. Fogg,
Burton A. Eastman, Liberty; desertion “Romance of Tarzan,” by far and away Seekins. The topic, “What are our law
the most novel and exciting presentment
for three years; care and custody of their
makers doing and what would you have
C. Mahoney, death
of the adventures of the amazing apeminor child, Maggie 1., given to the libelthem do” was open.
by one of the law
man that
has
been
to
the
yet
given
lant.
makers, Charles Adams, ami Brother
*
hemical Co vs. H.
screen.
Both juries were excused at noon SatBrewster. As Prof. Mitchell of Orono, and
Beginning with the meeting of Tarzan
urday, but Judge Dunn held Court for and
County Agent Donahue were present and
vs L. F. Nash, deJane
ir
his
mate,
predestined
Porter,
and
special hearings during the afternoon
all wished to hear from them, the topic
the heart of the African jungles, whither
late Saturday.
was not further discussed.
Prof. Mitchell
fies. Getigan, judg- finally adjourned
the beautiful American girl has accomwas called upon ana made some very inpanied her father in pursuit, of his scienremarks. He is very enthuB l Stantial et ai.,
tific studies, the drama takes its foil w- teresting
LEGISLATIVE MATTERS.
siastic as regards his club work.
He said
eld appointed con
ers on the most romantic and thrilling
Waldo
was the pioneer county to
r examinations on
journey through the land of make-beiieve; take county
The
volume
of
business
so
far
the
offered
Belfast
banks
were
the
up
work,
Plaintiff to have
that the heart could desire.
in the two weeks of the 9th session of
first banks to offer prizes and the first
;ce of the time and
The same magnificent jungle scenery
the Legislature has not staggered anyone
to enter ain the clubs.
He thinks
that gave a background of unique splen- city
there should be a division in the clubs
Fred Boardman & by its magnitude, but the two branches dor to “Tarzan of the Apes” is shown ir.
-between boys and girls of ten and eightmay he said to have made a good start.
Tr., neither party,
many of the big scenes of “The Romance
s
J. O. Clifford, de- The Budget hearings will greatly simplify of Tarzan,” and hundreds of wild apes, een years of age, as young people of
much of the financial considerations and
eighteen would hardly put forth their
leopards, lions, tigers, huge snakes anc
Mfg. Co. vs. Harry E. the Governor, Council and appropriations man-eating crocodiles add excitement best efforts to compete with those only
committee are walking through that imten.
An advance step should be taken
arty.
and novelty to a number of incidents.
seventy-eight new portant part of legislative hearings with Perhaps the most interesting of all Tar- and a young farmers club organized, so
As
Governor
Milliken
remarkthe
older
dispatch.
boys aud girls may develop
ling a large number
zan’s jungle friends, however, is Tantor,
turnable at the April ed at the close of Wednesday’s session: the mammoth elephant of almost human leadership, anti preparedness for future
we
Work will be identical with
planned a two-hour session
Among them was the “Well,
intelligence, who rescues Tarzan from a citizenship.
Mrs. Alma Dodworth and we have three minutes to spare;” a war party of infuriated cannibals and that of last year, only on larger areas.
He also spoke ariefly upon reclamation,
rk and Northport vs. very good illustration of the willingness carries him in safety to the seacoast.
and the perils of Bolshevism.
Brother
w York.
The cause to transact business and then doing it.
Also the next to the last in the series
believes the
Both are well It may also be said that every person ap- of Vod-a-Vil will complete a most satis- Donahue, coun ,y agent,
pport.
before
this
body is given all the
Grange, New England Mdk Producing
Tartoue from early pearing
fying and entertaining offering.
tune he may desire to explain his estit
Association and bounty Farm Bureau the
>ue for several years,
mates
and
followed
in
mosthree reatest he.ps the farmer can have.
requests,
lr separation he gave
Charles Ray, Saturday
cases by questions on some point by memThe farm bureau is not to conflict with
is version of the case,
Charles
handles
a
team
like
a
Ray
dog
the grange in any way but tc assist the
nably not come to trial, bers.
The officers of the House and Senate veteran in “The Law of the North,” the farmers of the country.
Mr. Donahue
f the Inhabitants of
latest
Paramount
Picture
to
be
shown
has been working the past vear with
h was entered on the are already performing their duties, which
The
star
has
Saturday.
popular
young
about seventy men. he wishes to increase
Dunton are very exacting, in the manner of vet- a
-•ave of court.
part that deals with life amid the white 1
Some
plaintiff and Ritcliie erans and business in the sessions runs silences of Northern Canada and the that number to five hundred
like
clock-work.
along
thirty men have been demonstrating with
situations take him from one adventure oats aud
amendment
The
to
the
Unitfrom
their
a
prohibitory
certain kind
reports
men excused from jury
to another.
There are also some exceed- of oat
yields seventeen bushels more per
f illness. Mr. Thomas ed States Constitution has been ratified
ingly well played love scenes in the pic- acre than all others. By demonstration
of
the
Legislature
both
House
by
Maine,
port was taken ill with
ture, and the heart interest of the story he has proved that it is possible to kill
Thursday and carried and Senate so voting, although it had is intense.
been understood by practically all people
kale by spraying.
Membership to the
;nty Hospital.
The Pathe News and a Pathe Comedy farm
bureau costs one dollar, ami that inf James H. Cilley was that the resolution was to be returned by will
the
touches
to
a
provide
finishing
cludes a small farmii g paper containing a
lay and former clerk the House to the Senate and a yea and program suitable for the entire family.
free advertising exchange. Brother Donanay vote taken by the latter body.
itg was called to subunderstood
of
The
status
the
resolution
hue is doing everything possible to adley was taken to the
Surrender of German Fleet, Monday
was as follows:
vance
the interests of the farmers oi
lospital Sunday ill with
In connection with the regular feature Waldo
The Senate last Thursday had voted to
county and he receives their hearty
ratify and sent the resolution to the program on Monday, official pictures of ! cooperation.
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House. The Senate later recorded and
asked the House to return the resolution.
The House considered the resolution last
Thursday and it was tabled by Rep.
Round of Portland. It was taken from
the table on Wednesday and ratified, 120
to 22.
The request of the Senate to return it was not mentioned in the House,
after being received
It now develops that on Wednesday
morning before the session of either House
or Senate an informal request was received
by the House from the Senate that the
request for the return of the resolution
be ignored, which ..as certainly done.
This left the situation as of the Senate's vote of ratification standing in full
effect, with that of the House added,
making ratification complete. Maine has,
therefore, ratified the adoption of the
prohibitory amendment to tbe United
States Constitution.
The Legislature had but brief sessions
on Thursday morning, both branches adjourning to 4.30 o’clock Tuesday afternoon, Jan. f4th.
The Senate adopted resolutions in honor of the late Former President Theodore
Roosevelt, and adjourned.
The House concurred in several routine
orders coming from the Senate, sustained
the vetoes of the Governor of the measures coming from the last session and
providing for the erection of an armory
at the University of Maine and exempting the residents of bustin island from
the provisions of the lobster law and adjourned to 4.30 Tuesday afternoon, Jan.
14th.
Budget hearings are in progress with
five departments asking for an increased
appropriation. The heads of the departments were called in separately and will
be interviewed before any action is taken.

Private Claude R. Jipson has returned
spending 9 furWinnie Crockthe respondent lough 9t his home in this city,
to Camp Devens after
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John

Cochran Chapter, I). A. R., had guest
night last Monday evening at the home
of Misses Isabel and Emeroy Ginn with
Mrs. Mary C. Clement and Mrs. Pearl K.

Hills,
was

Each member

assistant hostesses.

accompanied by

business session

a

At

guest.

Mrs. Cora J.

a

brief

Bowker

was elected secretary to fill the vacancy
caused by the death of Miss Florence M.
Mrs. Clifton Foster of SearsKimball.

Achorn,

was

elected

York,

Rollins,

representing the

form of ownership and regulation of public utilities. This movement started, like

Achorn,

mutualizes, in a measure, the company.
retains, however, the valuable features

both

It

William

of private ownership.
A combination of customer ownership
with employee ownership produces a pe-

Thompson of New

C.

who during the

summer

season

conducts the Penobscot Camp for Girls
at Kelley’s Cove Northport, has been

culiarly satisfactory condition, and the
Company is proud that a very considerable proportion of its employees now own
or are buying stock in
the Company.
on her way to New York.
Practically all the Belfast employees of
Chas. A. McKinley of Camden, a for- the
Company own or are buying its premer well known business man of Belfast,
ferred stock.
was recently operated on at the Tapley
hospital and has gone to his home with
THE CHURCHES
his sister, Mrs. Jane McKinley Cole on

spending the holidays with friends in
Thorndike and was in Belfast Thursday

the pro-

on

W.

widow of Charles

Mrs.

to

Other numbers

army camp.

This customer ownership movement is
of the greatest interest in these days
when all the world is considering the best
one

of whom were well known in this city.

membership. The
program opened with chorus singing of
America followed
by the flag salute.
It was also Red Cross night and the roll
call was answered by current events on
that subject with Mrs. Clara H. Seekins
An unusually timely and apas leader.
propriate talk was given by Mrs. Edith
Frost Stevens on iier recent experiences
as a Red Cross nurse in the New Jersey

port

who is chef at the Van Bu

many new things, in the extreme West.
It gained great popularity there an' was
Ensign Kenney A. Burgess, who has
then borrowed by certain companies opbeen assigned to the U. S. S. Columbia,
in and about Chicago.
has received his discharge and arrived erating
As far as can be learned, the Central
recently to visit his parents, Mr. and.
Maine Power Company w'as the first in
Mrs. Albert C. Burgess.
New England to make a regular camFred Morang, who was formerly a
paign for customer and employee ownermember of the Belfast band at the time
ship. It has always sold much of its
Frank J. Rigby was leader, is spending a
preferred stock to its customers, but of
few weeks in this city
Mr. Morang has late has made a
special effort irt this
for 14 or 16 years been teaching and direction
and has been highly successful.
playing in an orchestra in Boston.
Customer ownership, the Company beMiss Mildred M. Slater, of the firm of lieves, solves many of the problems of
Field & Quimby, returned Friday night public utility companies.
It gives the
from Cooper’s Mills, where she went to customers a chance to share in cwnerattend the funeral of her aunt, Mrs. Etta ship and in earnings and at the same time
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husband,

House.

Robert

son

88
83
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95
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her

ren

Dinsmore Shoe Store, has returned from
Castine, where he spent several days on
business for the firm.

Captain Trench’s Team.
1 illipa Snyder Tow lea Robin- French
Hopkins
97
88
97

gram were as follows:
the Poor’s Mills road, where he will rePiano trio, Beaming Like the Stars
of Morn,
Mercadante main until able to resume his work in his
Miss Amy Stoddard, Miss Marguerite
! stable at Camden.
Owen and Mrs. T. E. Bowker
Hartwell L. Woodcock, Belfast's artist,
Aldrich
Reading, Ballad of Baby Bell,
Miss Helen brown
eft Monday for Boston and sailed TuesVocal Trio, Moonlight Sailing,
Pike
day on the City of Rome for Savannah,
Mrs. T. E. Bowker, Mrs. M O. Dickey
Ga., then he will proceed to Ormond,
Mrs. E. S. Pitcher
sandwiches and cake were served. Fla., where he will make his headquar-

Coffee,

ters

Mr. Harry Walker lias opened

a

sau

garage

a

few months.

preaching by

at

10.45

a

at

with

m.

Rev. Wm. Vaughan.

next Sunday at
the Baptist church at 10.45 a. m.
Prof.
Calvin M. Clark of Bangor will supply
the pulpit. Sunday school at noon; Christian Endeavor at 0.30 p. m. and evening

Mr. Woodcock

service at

Prayer meeting this,

7,30.

Thursday, evening.

hotel

People’s Methodist church, Rev. Charles

and Mrs. Selwyn Thompson will

W. Martin, Pastor, Parsonage, No. 7 Court,
street, telephone 23-11. Sunday morning,

friends, who

Mr.

Mrs. Robinson of Monroe is employed
housekeeper for Martell Ellis.

Sunday

held next

Services will be held

are

conducting

a

at Ormond.

in Searsport.

as

for

Services will be
the North Church

regrets that he will not be able to go to
Nassau, N. P., but will be with his Nas-

EAST BELFAST.

preaching, 10.45; Sunday school, 12; Sunday evening, preaching 7.30; prayer meeting this, Thursday, evening at 7.30. People’s church has open doors and a cor lia!

leave Monday to spend the remainder of
the winter south.
They will he joined in

Mr. Alfred Ellis is harvesting his year’s
Boston next Wednesday by William A.
supply of ice, which is of very fine qual- and Loula A. Mason and
go directly to
welcome to all who need such ministraity.
St. Petersburg, where the Masons will
Mrs. George Kingsbury of Brewer is remain and where Mr. and Mrs. Thomp- tions. Strangers in town especially invisiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wil- son will also remain if they are favorably vited.

>

of Knox, indicted at
assault on Duncan R.
rooks, was tried Thursli was alleged that the
irs of age, had assaultill, 08 years old, at 3 a,
'i
latter’s home when in
McAndless he arrived
ii
He refused to open
not a lantern and pail
lie Ford about an hour
k to the house.” Mclie told them what he
ings-o'-, talking from
"i- stumped him to come
Dually Gibbs struck him
slow, breaking in the
:'.css dodged and was not
lay McAndlass had the
sled.
Mrs.
McAndlass
defence; that she hired
r home from where she
mg him $1.50, that the
"Uy stopping every few
what made her so late
U was brought out that
see her daughter work1
did not leave until midratified in his own behalf
there was any trouble, or
I'd or assaulted McAndinduced a letter alleged
rit en by Mrs. McAndlass
telling of the midnight
linw her husband “said
"
Clifton, that if he had
" would have given him a
I heevidenee was all taken
11
irnoon and
Judge Dunn
try Friday morning. The
! a
verdict of not guilty.
|ge audience at the trial,
McAndlass were former
o' Ifast
and very well known
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of Belfast

Messrs. French and McKinnon will
Several stock salesmen ot the Central
Mr. and Mrs. Milton B. Hills spent a
play Messrs. Pinette and Phillips at the
Ward alley this, Thursday, evening. The few days this week with friends in North Maine Power Company (of which the
Penobscot Bay Electric Company is a
game will be followed with exhibition Anson, Me.
part) will come to Belfast within a few
bowling by Everett Hopkins
In the
Charles E. Getchell left Wednesday
to call on customers of the company
game last
Monday evening French’s for Camp Devens, where he will be de- days
in regard to interesting them in securing,
team won from Spinney’s in a score of mobilized from the
service.
through the purchase of preferred stock,
2732 to 2499:
Mrs. Charles C. Coombs has gone to a
share in the ownership and the earn;ngs
Captain Spinney’s Team.
Van Buren for a two weeks’ visit with
of the Company.
Rondeau Staples Hub Thayer Pinette Know]-

CAVALIER

■iinal

News

FIVE CENTS

liam Bartlett.

impressed with the location.

when her husband

fever, is
Mr.
ceived

now

and
a

ill with scarlet

was

ill with the

Mrs.

same

George furies have

letter from their

son

Miss Hannah Holmes of

disease.

Robert

Dinsmore,

Mrs. Thomas B.

on

Wilson will take for his
theme next Sunday at 10 45 a
m., in the First Parish, Unitarian, church
the
important question of whether

the

Ellsworth,

frequent visitor to Belfast and

re-

Rev.

Mrs. H. C.

Mrs. Raymond F. Rogers, who recently Pitcher will also join the party
returned from Bath where she was called : trip South for the winter.

a

a

churches

niece of

France, stating that he would be on his
way home by the time his letter reached
them, which was very pleasing news to
his parents.

New

York

her niece,

Miss
Mrs.

has been in

ought

Holmes accompanied

these

calf of

Ralph

The regular meeting of
Riverside
Grange was held Jan. 9th, when the folJ. W. Jewett of Jackson was in town lowing officers were installed in a pleaslast week calling on friends.
: ant and impressive manner by Edmund
Mrs. P. W. Berry of Knox, Supt. of Brewster of Mystic Grange, assisted by
schools, was in town last week visiting Mr. and Mrs. Sanborn of Silver Harvest
the schools.
Grange: Charles H. Woods, Master; John
Grace S. Woods, LecMr. and Mrs. Henry Soule are re- Brown, Overseer;
Melvin Rollerscn, Steward; Raff
turer;
a
the
birth
of
oil
ceiving congratulations
Blood, Assistant Steward; Cora Wilson,
daughter, born Jan. 7th.
John Hartshorn, Treasurer;
Chaplain;
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Cross have moved
Jamieson Wentworth, Secretary; John
into their new home, which they recently
Boynton, Gatekeeper; Ella Brown, Ceres:
purchased of the Fred Clement estate.
Lillian Boynton, Pomona; Bertha HartsBaxter Whitten has recovered from a
horn, Flora; Lucy Blood, Lady Assistant
serious attack of influenza and has re- Steward.
Mr. Brewster and daughter
turned to school at Freedom Academy.
led the march to the dining room where
One of R. W. Howard’s hens celebrated all did justice to a baked bean and pastry
the cold day Sunday by laying an egg supper.

The church

All cordially

m

ted to

ices.

it is difficult to obtain

women

to

make

garments which the French and Belgian
people have asked us to give *.hem. If
were
our soldiers
willing to lay down
their lives to aid tiie civil population, are
the women of New England going to fail
in carrying on the work which these men
have made possible?
Tiie completion of the orders m' en out
by this New England Division wih mean
Tins
the saving of many human lives.
is the last big constructive piece ->f work
on our war programs, and New England
has yet to report any failure in her share
of war work.
James Ja<. ks( »n,
Manager, New England Division

Equity Grange held their installation
Saturday evening, Jan. 11th. The following officers were installed by Mrs.
Mabel Miller, assisted by Mrs. Carrie
Sylvester: Master, Herbert L. Seekins;
Overseer, Raymond Dyer; Steward, Levi
Campbell; Assistant Steward, Mrs. Tiliie
Toothaker; Chaplain, Henry El s; Treasurer, Fred Toothaker; Secretary, Carrie
Newcomb; Gatekeeper, Frank Toothaker;
Ceres, Mrs. Clara Seekins; Pomona, Mrs.
Ada Elms; Flora, Mrs. Laura Dyer; Lady
Assistant Steward,
Mrs. Alice Dyer.

Nearly everyone who is ab e is engaged
Much is
in cutting lumber and wooc.
being hauled to the mills at f’reedom vilbirch
to
White
$10
$12 per
brings
lage.
cord.

to

The publicity department semis
following letter addressed to the women
of New England:
Our soldiers and sailors have fougl,- to
make democracy safe for the w«»rld. Hie
appalling and appealing condition of the
civil population in Europe added rest and
irresistible determination to their lighting
qualities. Today these peoples are witnout clothing and the weather is cold.
1 am told that in many of our chapters

Howard last week

which measured in circumference 6 l-2x
8 1-8 inches and weighed 5 ounces.

or

wor-

Red Cross Notes.

NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
a

become community
centers of

be of interest to all.

sat 12

serv

was ordered South by her
physician and returns greatly improved.

Mrs. E. F. Banton is in Fairfield visit-

ing her children.
Mark Busher bought

t.t.

school

Pearl Thorsen of New

tober and who
;

to

ship and activity. In view of tiie present situation in the churches this subject

Y'ork, formerly Miss Helen Holmes, who
suffered a bad attack of inlluenza in Oc-

WEST MONTVILLE.

are

remain denominational

the South since the iirst of November
and sailed on Jan. 7th from Savannah for

in

A. E.

sermon

In addition to the above it
to

add

is

only

nec-

the Waldo County
Chapter has of late been obliged to turn
down several orders for lack of workers.
essary

th31

the most momentous occasion in modern
The next in order was installation ol
history, “The Surrender of the German officers. Deputy Charles Woods was calland
the
details
will
be ed to the
Fleet,”
subsequent
Yet the work must be done and we must
chair, and the following officers
shown.
i were very gracefully installed by Edward
The relatives here of Private Lawdo our share.
Many are working beyond
The five-reel feature for Monday is 1
Evans, assisted by Brother and Sister rence Clark have received word that he
the limit of their strength.
Are there
“The Honeymoon,” a swift, joy spread- Manley O.
Wilson, Mrs. Raymond Dyer is about recovered of his wounds received
ing comedy.
not others who will help?
at the piano: W. M., B. L. Ahorn of Knox,
He
in the last great drive toward Sedan
“The Honeymoon,” starring Constance
O., Charles Auams of South Montville, L. was shot through the hand and also
The Civilian Relief Committee wishes
Talmadge, is a delightful comedy of the : Annie Aborn of Knox, A. S., Milbury gassed, but not seriously.
to call to the attention of our returning
type which this captivating comedienne is Hunt of Searsmont, Chap., Grace Woods
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund F. Banton have
It is a merry tale of of
men
:>
the vital necessity of k<
ing
making her own
:
Morrill, Sec’y, Ernest Bowen of Mormartial mishaps which points the moral
their life insurance payments.
rill, G. K., Wesley Achorn of Morrill, L, received news from their son Walter who
on
that
lie
is
to the newly-wed bridegroom: “Never A.
has
been
in
again
Ella
Mrs.
Toothaker was elected LecturFrance,
S., Alice Hunt of Searsmont. Five
let anything break into your honey- of the officers elect were not
present.
j this side of the water and stationed for er, but was unable to be installed on acSARAH F McCOBB
moon.”
A vote of thanks was given Equity the present at Camp Mills, Long Island,
A delicious supper of
He had a thrilling experience coining count of sickness.
grange for the hospitalities of the day,
America’s Answer, Tuesday.
also vote of thanks given the installing ! home, being on the transport Northern fish chowder, doughnuts and coffee was
Mrs. Sarah F., wife of tlie late Robert
Local interest will undoubtedly be
otlicer, his assistants and the pianist. Pacific that run aground on Fire Island served after the installation. There was McCobb, died ai the home of her
aroused
He enlisted at the en-...a,
by the announcement that Announcement of meetings for the year near New York.
members
a
good attendance of grange
“America’s Answer,” the second war
Herbert A. McCobb, at Lincolnville C\ liby the Lecturer. Remarks by Brother try of the U. S. into the war and has and several visitors.
of
several
of
been
a
member
Batteries
picture in the “Following the Flag to Evans. On call the Master
ter, Wednesday. Jan. 1st. Although Mrs.
gave an interFrance” series, issued by the Division of I
esting account of the Sta e Grange at i artillery.
McCobb had been sick for several weeks,
Harold b. white.
Films, Committee on Public Informa- Portland. Closed in form
The only reher illness had not been known to he
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT.
tion, will be presented Tuesday. “Ameri- gret for the day—regret there were not
ca’s Answer” was made by the United more
Harold B. White died in Gardiner Jan. fatal and came as a shock to the comthere to enjoy the good meeting-—
States Signal Corps photographers under G. E. B.
I
Whereas, The Silent Reaper has again 13th, after a short illness with bronchial munity
The deceased was a native of
the direction of General Pershing, by
entered our grange and removed from us
pneumonia, which developed from influ- Lincolnville, being the daughter of David
whom it was reviewed and approved.
our sister, Mary Daggett ; therefore, be it
enza.
He was born in Belmont, the son and Maria Andrews, but for the past few
ADELAIDE C. TURNER.
General Pershing has said that the films
Resolved, That in the death of Sister
are an accurate accounting of the lirst
Riverside Grange, No. 506, has of Fred B. and Frances (Nichols) White. years has made her home in Westboro,
Daggett
year of his stewardship and that the
His age was 20 years, 8 month and 23 Mass.
Her annual visits to her native
Adelaide C., wife of Asa Turner, died lost a valued and esteemed member.
complete series will form a pictorial hisResolved, That while our hearts are days. For a time he was employed by place and Bayside will be greatly missed
tory of America’s part in the great war. in Roslindale, Mass., Jan. 11th, aged 53
filled with sorrow and sympathy for the Russell G. Gross of Morrill. He was held by her friends. She was 72 years of
age
She had been ill for about a week
years.
sorrowing family, we must acknowledge in high esteem by all who knew him.
Hart and Houdini, Wednesday.
I and is survived by three sons, Herbert A.
with pneumonia. She is survived by her the wisdom of Him who doeth all things
William S. Hart in “The Border WireHis parents, three brothers and three and Wm P. McCobb of Lincolnville,
called to Roslindale by well.
less’* and Houdini in the 4th episode husband, who was
sisters, Ralph, Percy, Martin, Ethel, David A. McCobb of Westboro, Mass.,
That
this
extend
its
her
two
Mrs.
grange
Resolved,
Sarah
illness, by
sisters,
“The Master Mystery,” Wednesday—
take our advice and come early for choice Barter of Rockland and Mrs. Annie Welch heartfelt sympathy to the family of the Alice and Edith, all at home in Belmont, and one (laughter, Mrs. Edna Dunton of
deceased.
locations.
survive. The remains arrived here Mon- Everett, Mass.; also a half-sister, Mrs.
of Belfast and by two brothers, Wilbert
It’s pretty hard luck on German spies
That our charter be draped j day and the funeral was held at his BelResolved,
Helen Philbrook of Roxbury, Mass. Mrs.
and
John R. for thirty
when William S. Hart is around with his Collins of Everett, Mass.,
days; that a copy of these reso- mont home Tuesday afternoon, Rev. Nashooting iron and a determination to see Collins of Rockland. The funeral was lutions be placed upon our records, a copy than Hunt of Morrill officiating. The re- McCobb was a most estimable woman
that the United States gets a square deal. held in Roslindale Sunday and the re- sent to the family and to the local paper I mains were placed in the receiving tomb and the relatives have the sympathy of
The queer thing is that the soldiers are mains were
at Grove Cemetery and the burial will be many friends in their affliction. Funeral
,
brought to Belfast Monday for publication.
after Hart while he’s after the plotters,
His brother, George W.
in Belmont.
Grace s. Woods
Signed,
se. vices were held Jan. 3rd at 1 p.
to
be
in
the
m.,
receiving
tomb
to
placed
but his work with the little gun puts him
White of Augusta, died Oct. 5th of the
Jamieson A. Wentworth
Rev. John Churchill of the Methodist
await
interment in the spring in Grove
Q. K. all around—and Berlin loses some
| same disease and was brought home for
Lillian Boynton
! c hurch being in attendance.
valuable spies.
Cemetery.
Com. on Resolutions burial, j

j

I

j
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Industrial Woman’s Service Club
Brings Home to Girls in Mew

“FRUIT-A-TIVES
Brought Relief
1 he First Day He Tried Them.

BROWN, Editor.

A. I.

Mastering English Words

Y. W. C. A. WORKER
IS BIG SISTER

The best way to save

is

BLUE TRIANGLE MEANS CHEER

months,

When tlu contract for supplying Belwas made the present

fast with water

editor of The Journal

a

was

Katherine Holland Brown.

member of

During the preliminary consideration of the matters involved, the representatives of 1’arks and
iho city

government.

Is May Isabel CarnaI am eighteen years
old, and 1 work in a big facMore than four
tory In Michigan.
hundred other girls work there too.
I don’t aim to tell you about our jobs.
You can read about our work in the
Rut I do
labor department reports.
aim to tell you about our Rig Sister
and of die things slip has done for us.
tY

lyl

Wheeler explained explicity to the mayor,
aldermen and councillors that several
years would elapse before the income deuse of water by residents
of the city would pay dividends and durng the first years would not suffice to

rived from the

After water tor
current expenses.
household use bad become general, after

pay

had been laid and bath rooms
been established, we were told it
would be reasonable to expect and would
doubtless follow that the revenue from
sewers

had

We do not claim that
tory dividends.
ihe above is the exart lauguage used, but
it is the exact purport of what the city

repeatedly told by the

government
representatives of the watei company,
In view of this entirely reasonable situation the proposition was marie that the
city should pay a certain annual rental
for a specitied number of hydrants during
a specified number of years and that at
and after the expiration of the period
during which the city was to pay this
hydrant rental, this hydrant rental should

$2.50, trial size 25c.
At all dealers or sent oil receipt of
pric ?, by FRUIT-A-TIVES Limited,
50c.

Had such
instead of to the city itself.
intimation been made, negotiations
once.

The

box, 6

for

“My conception of the league of nations
is just this—that it shall operate as the
organized moral force of men throughout
the world, and that whenever and wherever wrong and oppression are planned or
contemplated this searching light of con-

an

have closed at

a

‘'dUTfi. N. Y.

■■

given
this period the company would charge
this rental to the inhabitants of the city

would

my

C. E. BESWICK*

slightest intimation
that after the expiration of

was

on

^commendation”.

Not the

free.

be

Ogdensburg

using ‘Fruit-a-tives’

now

mem-

be

science will

the city government gave the
representatives of the water company
bers of

men

them

upon

that you hold in

purposes

credit for meaning what they said and
here they made what seems likely to be a

turned

everywhere will ask, “What
your

the

heart

very

against the fortunes of ihe world?” Thus
saitli President Wilson, but does he or
anybody else think this will enforce

yers

peace

expensive mistake. Not being lawthey left the making of the contract
to the city attorneys and who doubtless
were honest, hut like the city council
believed what was told them.
After
than 20

more

the water

years

company

forward

sermon

It

some

effect

a

or

part of

a

as

a

lecture to

theological institute, but
fine phrases, however well expressed,
had no effect on Germany, they will not
prevent the Turks from killing Armenians, and will not be seriously considIt is no use to
ered by the Bolsheviki.
preach to Russia. An army must be sent
sufficient to control them by force, or
Russia must suffer till her people are
well nigh exterminated by civil war and

and

Few

a

cities, will have to

pay

There is

it is worth.

about twice what
other thing in

things said he did not

with our experiences with
the water company which seems to be
It a man soils his house in
ex tor’ion.

connection

March

n

or

any

other month he must

from

world that there is no law in America, by
constitution, statute or custom, by which

now

Along Came a Miracle.
"But, right when we were about
ready to quit our jobs and heat It for
Two
home, along came a miracle.
quiet, businesslike women climbed

other branch of the legislative or executive body.” It is fairly

called graft.

Senate

UNFORTUNATE RUSSIA

or

any

evident that the President agrees with
Is this the “new free-

Senator Lewis.

Occupation of Russian territory by the

dom”

to have resulted in failure.
There has been little or no unity of purAllies

■

the President is under any obligation to
submit what he is now doing to the

a

hing wrong and it is

1

gave us this sonorous ultimatum: “I in-|
form the European negotiators and the i

customer for goods
which he dees not receive, there is somepay

whether the

American blood for either was a crime.
Whereupon Senator J. Ham Lewis

pay water rent till the end of that year.
V hen lhe aw permits or a person practices the conduct of a business which
exacts

care

seems

this

a

of which

we

hear

so

much?

down

Is

t

ie

sample of the democracy which is

people?

It

is

the

general

belief

among us that the President is elected
and paid to serve the people of the United

to dishearten those in favor of law and

States, not to boss them, and foreign
order and to impress the lawless with the peoples also. The husiness of the United
belief that the Allies were not strong States is of great importance to its peoenough to be feared. Japan is withdraw- ple and it seems reasonable that their
ing 24,000 of her troops, England is not servants should give them prompt and
increasing her forces there, France and accurate information as to bow it is
Italy cannot be expected to aid to any being conducted and what future policy
great 'extent, and the people of this is contemplated. They do not want an
country are averse to sending an army ipse dixit league of nations, an ipse dixit
there.
The money which we lent the treaty, an ipse dixit control of the cables,
Russian government is lost and we cannot feed the peaceful, deserving poor in
that country because the food would be
eaten by the murdering, pillaging hordes

or an

ipse dixit autocracy.

Mr. J. Ham Lewis and

even

the Presi-

dent may as well realize that “He, himself, has said it” cannot long rule this

now in control.
It is not likely that any- country.
thing will be done by the proposed League j
of Nations to “enforce peace,*’ because
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
very large army and a vast expenditure
Lucas County, ss.
of money will he required to reduce RusFrank J. Cheney makes oath that he is
senior partner of the lirm of F. J. Cheney
sia to a peaceful condition.
& Co., doing business in the City of
Toledo, County and State aforesaid, and
_

HUMcU.lEYSr

i

WITCH HAZEi, GiiiTMEN,
Bleeding, Itching

One application

at all

1

or
Burning.
brings relief j

druggists

Send Free Sample si Ointment la

that said firm will pay the sum of ONE !
HUNDRED DOLLARS for eacli and
every case of Catarrh that cannot be
cured by the use of HALL’S CATARRH
FRANK J. CHENEY.
MEDICINE.
I
Sworn to before me and subscribed in
my presence, this 6th day of December,
A. W. GLEASON,
A. D. 1886.
(Seal*
Notary Public.
Hall’s Catarrh Medicine is taken inacts
and
through the Blood on
ternally
the Mucous Surfaces of the System. Send
for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

j

|
j

(COMPOUND)
For Piles or Hemorrhoids
External or Internal, Blind 01

Death of W. H. Williams.

Humphr.yV Borneo. Medicine Company
Street. New York.

SICK STOCK

BOOK on treatment of
Horse*. Cowl,
Sheep, Dogs and other animals, sent
free.
Humphreys’ Homeopathic Veterinary Medicines, 156 William St., N. Y.

★
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departments of the French
Government have asked the American

★

Y. W. C. A. lo open social and recreation centers for girls employed by

★

★

Four huntired thousand persons and
served in the cafeteria in one
year is the record of the Y. W. C. A.
Hostess House at Camp Lewis, Amerlean Lake, Wash.
The majority of the 400.000
rs
were mothers, wives, sweetheai\j *ind
friends who went to the camp to visit
t heir soldiers.
The renin if) tier were
soldiers themselves who broke the monotony of “chow” with home ctToked
meals. In addition to all these guests,
25.000 little children were cared for in
the nursery and the rest room served
70.000 tired wives and mothers.
The workers at the information
desk received and answered 97,000
questions varying from how to get the
best connections to a destination clear
across the continent, the rates of soltilers’ insurance and the kind of eretonne a girl bride should have in her
living room now that Private John is
Eleven
coming home from France.
thousand of these queries required telephone conversations with various
company commanders relative to hunting up a soldier whose parents had arrived unexpectedly.

MESSAGE TO Y. W. C. A. FROM
FRANCE.

j
;

j

|
|

|
|
|

|!

Y.

express to you tlie.
very groat satisfaction and most
sincere gratitude of the French
Government for the service rendered to the women working in
factories through
Government
the establishment of Y. W. C. A.
Foyers des Alliees (clubrooms
for munitionettes).
These foyers have been an ex
ce I lent
means for bettering the
physical conditions and the morale of our workers. They have
been constantly used by the women
workers, who have found
there now elements of dignity
and social education.
I must thank you for bringing
this to pass, and I hope that
Y. W. 0 A. work will not disappear with the war. In it will he
carried on in order to develop
tin* principles of social sohdar
itv which it has inspired.
M LOniTFR.
(Signed)
Minister of Arms and Munitions Manufacture.
must

★
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★

The City National Bank, at t

★
★

★
★

in the State of

★

at the close of

★
★

RESOURCES
Loans and

discounts, including rediscounts..
Accepts Cos of other banks discounted...

★

Total loans.
N >tes and bills rediscounted

★
★

sold)

(other

than bank acceptances

137.000 00
Exchange or-Drafts sold vsith indorsement of mis
bank
Overdraft? secured, none; unsecured.
U. S, bo ids deposited t > se :ure circuUtiji, ( per value)....,.
U. ti. oruls and certiticates ot indebtedness pledged us collateral fw
State or other deposits or bids payubie......
U. S. bonds and certificates of indebtedness owned and uunpledg-o.
Premiums on U S bonds.

★

Foreign

★
k
★
★
★

..

Bills

..

oi

Roumanian

1

Countess

Liberty Loai J'. nds, 3 12, 4 and 4 1-4 per cent, unpledged..
Liberty Loan Bonds, 3, 1-2 4, and 4 1-4 per cent, pledged t> sec lr 1'.

★

S.

deposits

...

Liberty Loan Bonds 3jp 4 and 4 1 4 per cent, pledged to secure State
or other deposits or hills payable
Payments actually made on Liberty 4 1-4 per cent bonds ofr the

+

Ft urth

pledged

at

reports reaching tlie Na-

Having

j

j
I

I
j
j
!
!

U

..

...

a 1T. \V. C. A.
Base Hospital.
film or camera, the

..

Base decided to put on a
living picture show and invited a
group of nurses from a nearby hosIt was a
pital to lie the audience.
real thriller, one of tlie wild and woolly west variety, with bucking lu-onciioes and wild rides tin broom and
mop horses.
Imagination supplied the scenery,
with tlte exception of placards, which
announced ‘‘the sun” when it was supposed to he shining or “cacti” when
the cow punchers rode across the
desert.
Countess Vacaresca of Rmtmania,
who had been talking to the nurses on
conditions in the Herman courts at the
time site was lady-in-waiting to the
Queen of Rotimnnia. was the most appreciative of all the guests.
nurses

|

no

n

..

Collateral Trust and other notes of corporations issued for not less
than ONE YbAK nor more than THREE YEARS’ time.,
Total bonds, securities, etc..
Stocks, otjier than Federal Reserve B..nk stock..
Stock of red^ial Reserve Bank (50 per c-uit of subscription).
Value of banking house, own* d and u incumbered..
Equity in banking house
Real esiau owned ther than bunking house.
Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve Bank..
Cash in vaults ana t.ei amounts du from national hanks.
Checks on other banks ii. the same city or town of reporting bank
Total of items,,
Checks on banks located outside of city or town of reporting bank
and other Cash it> ms
Redemption fund with U. S Treasurer and due from U S. Treasurer
Interest ear ned but not collected —approximate- on Notes and Bills
Receivable not p ist d e.
War Savings Certificates and Thrift Stamp’s actually owned.
Ot ler assets, if any, difference bet ween item 21 and 27...

France.

tional Y. W. C. A. from
nurses’ hut in

........

Liberty

Loan owned...
Bonds, securities, etc. (other than U. ^ i
Bonds and securities pledged as collateral for State,or other deposits
(postal excluded) or bills payable..
Securities o her that. U. S. bonds (not including stocks) owned un-

Picture shows are being put on In
without cameras, scenery or
any of the necessary properties, acto

o

Liberty Loan Bonds:

*

France

cording

p

...

★

PRODUCE WP D
PICTURE SHOW

American Show in

$l,a;

★

WEST
Entertain

husii

December 3], 1918

★

at

..

..

Total.
LIABILITIES.

Capital stock paid in...
Surplus Jund.
Undivided profits...
Less current expe: ses. interest ami taxes paid.
Interest or discount collected or credited, i:i advance of maturity

...

earned ( ippr »xim
Amount reserved for all
not

Circulating

notes

ar

e)
interest accrued.
outstanding.
...

Net amounts due to National Banks.
Net amount due to bunks, uankera and trust companies.
Total of items...
Demand deposits, (other thin bank deposits) subject to reserve (deposits payable within 30 d iys):
individual deposits subject to check....
Certificates of deposits due in less than 30 days (other than t-r
money borrowed )...
Certified checks.
Cashier's checks outstanding..
Dividends unpaid
Total demand deposits (other than bank deposits) subject to re-

!

..

INSIGNIA, CURTAINS,
MADE FROM SKIRTS

...

serve

Blue broadcloth skirts used for

deposits subject to Reserve (payable after 30 days or subject
to 30 days or more notice and postal savings):
Certificates of deposit (other than fur money borrowed).

Tune

or-

ganization insignia and plaid summer
dresses reconstructed into window curtains

Other time deposits.
Total of time deposits subject to Reserve..

after war economies of tlte
nine V. \V. C. A. secretaries in Archangel, Russia.
are

$1,901

United StatesDeposits, (other than postal savings):
War loan deposit account..
Other United States deposits, including deposits of U. S. disbursing

These secretaries have Just succeeded, in tlie face of food and cloth short-

officers.
U, S. bonds borrowed, including Liberty loan ai d certificates of indebtedness, without furnishing collateral security for same
U. S bonds borrowed, including Liberty Loan and certificates of indebtedness, for which collateral security was furnished.
Bills payable, with Federal Reserve Bank.
....

ages. iu opening a Y. \V, C. A, Hostess
House or American troops stationed i
in Archangel, a town behind the allied
lines.
It was necessary to hunt up a'
voile summer dress which one of the 5
secretaries had discarded for heavy f
winter clothes in order to have
tains at the windows.
They live on
regulation army rations.
Archangel is the fourth city in Russiu where the Y. \V. C. A. lias
llshed work.
Centers were opened l
first in Petrograd and Moscow and
|
then In Samura, 900 miles eastward
from Moscow.
Miss Elizabeth Boies, head of Rus-1
slan work and one of the few
cans who remained in that
country I
throughout the revolution, is on route L
to America by way of England to re-ccruit workers for Russia.
I

cur-^

Total..
Liabilities for rediscounts,including those with Federal Reserve Bank
Total contingent liabilities.
Of the total loans and discounts shown above, the amounts on which
interest and discount was charged at rates in excess of those perThe number of such
mitted by law (Sec. 6197 Rev. Stat,) wua none

■

estab-1

f

Stati of Main*, County of Waldo, ss:
I, C. W. Wescott, President of the above-named bank, do
statement ia true to the beet of my knowledge and belief.

A second V. W. C. A. Hostess
nouse,
for wives and children of
soldiers, is
soon to he opened at Castner,
Calm,
Hawaiian Island, to care for the overflow of women and children front the
first house, which opened some months
ago in answer to a call from the commanding officer of the camp.
During 15 days in November 2,152
visitohs were entertained at tlie house,
including women ami children, of the
following nationalities; I’hilippino. Ha-

waiian, Portuguese, Spanish. Russian,
Porto Rican, Korean,
Japanese and
American.

solemnly
;c,

Subscribed and

sworn

to before

me

W

sw-r

W EM

this 10th dav of January 1919.
ROBERT F. DUN TO'
C orrect—Attest:
V A. SIM
CHAS. P.

MOMS,
HAZELTINF
SELWYN THOMPSON,

Ameri-I

While yet young in years he was prepared for the ministry and as a young Flour and Fuel Company on West Commercial street, continuing the business
man held the pastorate of several Eng-

lish churches.

Maine,

★

until his death.
Besides the wife, Mr. Williams is surago this Christmas he wa*
“The Rider of the King Log.”
W. H. Williams, aged 75, president of named general secretary of the Young vived by five sons, as follows: Henry
the Williams Wholesale Flour and Fuel ! Men’s Christian Association at Bristol. F., of Salt Lake City, Utah; T. T. WilHolman Day, Maine’s famous author, Company on Commercial street, and
England, and only a few days ago he liams, Sidney H., Maurice I. and Ralph
has written a new novel, “The Rider of prominent in local church circles, died i sent a letter conveying holiday greetings H., all of Springfield.
Funeral services will be held at the
the King Log,” the first instalment of suddenly at 5.45 o’clock yesterday morn- to the Bristol association.
which appears in the January number of ing at his home, 1536 Benton
He came to the United States in 1871 family residence, 1536 Benton avenue, at
avenue,
2 o’clock Thursday asternoon. The Rev.
the Red Book magazine and it bids fair from heart failure.
to accept the pastorate of a Congregato be more popular than the oth«s that
Mrs. Williams tried to awaken her tional church in the east, and in 1890 he Seth H. Buell, pastor of the Congregahave attracted such interest among Amer- husband shortly before 6 o’clock, as he came to Springfield to take charge of the tional church, will conduct the services.
will be in the family lot in
ican and English readers. It is a romance had been in the habit of arising early. Pilgrim
Congregational church. He has Interment
Maple Park cemetery.
of the big woods, bristling with the ex- When he failed to respond to her calls resided here ever since.
The Klingner
citing life of a lumberman, with a charm- efforts to revive him were futile.
With the advance of old age, Mr. Wil- Undertaking Company is in charge of
the
funeral
love
its
and
ing
story running through
Mr. Williams was born in Salisbury, liams retired from the ministry
pages,
arrangements.—Springfield,
skilfully interwoven with the narrative. England, in 1843, of a prominent family. founded the W. H. Williams Wholesale Mo., Republican, Jan. 1.
A Former Belfast Pastor.
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W. C. A. CAFETERIA
IN PORTO RICO

Porto Rico lias a cafeteria. It Is the
first one established on the island, and
when it was opened in the Y. W. C. A.
Hostess House at Camp Las Casas the
natives crowded around, much amused
at the innovation. They insisted upon
having American dishes.
The house became very well known
In a short time, and a group of women
from San Juan volunteered to go out
every week to mend socks and sew on
buttons for the soldiers.

★
★

f

more

i

★

★

400.000 YANKS ARE
Y. VV. C. A. VISITORS

Fifty

156 William

FRANCE.

from the eastbound train one
With them came eight workmen, a carload of scantling and tar
paper, another carload of cots and
RUSSIAN PRINCESSES
blankets and pillows and sheets and
LEARN TO TRIM HATS
towels—brand new blankets and beds
—think of the glory of that!—and
bushels of dishes and rolls of oilcloth
Y, W. C. A. Saves Wife of General
and enough burlap to carpet the counFrom Becoming Charwoman.
try. You won’t believe me when I tell t
When the war work of the V. W. C.
you that in ten days their workmen
A. in Russia has all been told one of
had a scantllng-and-far-paper shack
| the most interesting stories will lie in
and
tacked
over
put up
the
burlap
| the establishment of the first Women's
walls, and the Y. W. C. A. secretary
Co-operative Association at Moscow.
and her helper had set up board tables
There day after day princesses work
and coffee kettles and were serving us
side by side with peasant girls, wives
the grandest hot lunches every day.
of high Russian officials make dresses
And back behind the burlap screens
or trim hats at long tables with simple,
were set those rows of clean cots, with
unlettered women, and the money is
enough cover to keep you warm the
used for self support of these priucoldest night that ever blew, and a
cesses and notable women as well as
towel apiece for every single girl. Do | for tlie
peasant classes.
you wonder that we all felt, as one
The need and suffering throughout
girl put it, ‘I’ll wager the Frltz-Carleall Russia was so great at the time
ton has nothing on this I’
the Association was established that
j
“Who were those women?
Why, ; it was a problem to find where the
Y. W. C. A. secretaries, of course. I’d
money would help the greatest numthink you’d know that without being
ber of people. It was thought best to
All over the country wherever
told.
expend it to help capitalize organizawe girls have pitched in to make aerotions for giving work and permanent
plane cloth or overalls or munitions or
opportunit'es to families and individucanned goods you’ll find a Y. W. C. A.
als to earn their own living.
secretary working harder than anyThe women bring their handiwork
body else lo make the girls comfortto the Association for sale or take orable and to kvep them happy and well.
ders to do dressmaking, millinery, etc.,
Sometimes they haven’t money enough
In the rooms of the society or at home.
to get all that we really need. But alSuitable work Was found just In time
ways they stretch every cent to make
not long ago to keep tlie wife of one of
It do its level best for us. Do you wonRussia’s greatest generals from going
der that we girl workers have learned
out as n charwoman to earn bread for
to call the Y. W. 0. A. our
Big Sister
her hushuud, who w as ill.
—the very best Big Sister of all?

morning.

to bestow its blessings upon the world?
Is this a government of the people, by

ppse, owing perhaps to jealousies of which
we know nothing. Besides that the forces
sent there 1 ave been inadequate to accomplish anything worthy of note except

IN

Four

too.

members favored the Bclsheviki or some
other faction, but that the shedding of

one

FOYERS

*

people expect corporations to do things famine.
If they
because they are morally right.
“THE NEW FREEDOM”
can be compelled to comply with the law
the public is to be congratulated.
Now,
A few days ago Senator Johnson of
having “nut over” this hydrant imposition, we are iot surprised that the water California introduced a resolution in the:
company has demanded another increase Senate asking the State Department for
It seems probable definite information respecting the govof domestic rates.
t hat our peop.e will be obliged to pay the
ernment’s Russian policy. The resolution I
increase demanded and others if they was referred to the Foreign Relations
follow, or we must buy the property and, committee. Later the Senator appeared
judging by the experience of some other before the committee and among other

grocer for
TELL—and

FRENCH FACTORY GIRLS LEARNING ENGLISH IN A ClASS
CONDUCTED BY THE Y.W.C.A

"He wanted to make use of every
minute, you see. But ttial gave us our
chance ns to sleeping. We fixed it up
with the farm folks that we’d work
double shifts and sleep double shifts
Three girls
“So we planned It.
would use a room from eight at night
till six the next morning. Then they’d
hustle over to the factory, and the
three girls who’ll been working all
night would take the room and sleep
till afternoon.
It wasn’t any luxurious slumber, believe me.
The farm
women had so few sheets and pillow
cases that most of ns went
without.
And towels were scarce as diamonds
on
blackberry bushes. As to soap—
well, the genera! store kept yellow bar
soap, that kind that is so full of rosin
But
you could use il to calk a ship.
we made out til! the next three earloads of girls came rolling in.
Then
we went ’most distracted.
Those poor
girls had to sleep in tents and in the
cars that the workmen had abandoned
by this time, and they were lucky If
they got a straw tick and a blanket.
By this time It had turned raw cold,
and maybe you know what late autumn nights In Michigan feel like.
To
caii the climax the farm folks cut
down on food, and for a week It was
potatoes and beans and mighty few
beuns at that.

your

WILLIAM

They
rooms, that was the question.
That
could each spare one room.
meant sleep five or sis in a room. But
right then along came the boss of the
factory and told us the machinery was
ready and he'd expect us girls to work
double shifts, night and day.

and

well

sounds

to backsliders

students in

told us that the hyrants are free to the
city and forthwith charged the rental to
water takers by an increase of water
rates. This is morally wrong and if it is
not legally wrong it ought to be made so.
There is too much legal theft in this land
of the free and home of the brave.

Russia?

might iiave

of discreet silence
came

in

use

insist upon getting it.

1

and

are

Ask

combined—it’s pretty near as big as a
★
j
( ★
hot tamale stand. And that’s all. No
War and
them—Finance,
Commerce,
no
Main street, no banks nor stores,
★
Labor.
ice-cream parlors, not one solitary |
Lieutenant Poncet of the Ministry ★
movie show, in all those nineteen
of Labor recently requested that this ★
It's the ragged
miles.
Lonesome?
★
Y. W. C. A. work be begun for girls in
edge of desolation, that’s what tt is.
★
his offices after seeing the social and
“I was one of the first carload of
recreation centers which had been 1 ★
forty girls that was shipped up from
opened at the request of the Ministry ★
Chicago. Tile factory was swarming
of War.
Sixteen centers of this kind ★
with workmen putting in the machin★
are operated in six cities in
France
★
ery, and we girls couldn't begin work
Three of them are in Paris.
for a day or so, so we began hunting I
The last of these Foyers des Ailiees j ★
places to eat and sleep. That was a
is for girls who are working in the De- ★
trifle that the employment folks hadn't
partment of Labor. It is far down the ★
★
thought of. The workmen were sleep| Seine, under the shadow of the Eiffel ★
ing and eating in the cars that had
Tower, and overlooks lho Qua! d'Orsay.
brought them there, hacked on the
The rooms are bright and cheerful, ★
★
siding. Our only chance for beds and
with chintz hangings and cushions,
★
food was with those seven farmhouses,
comfortable chairs, reading and writso we marched straight to the farmers’
ing tables and a fireplace. A kitchen ★
k
wives and asked for hoard and room.
has equipment so that girls can pre★
Farmers wives Hospitaoie.
meals
for
themselves.
pare
They go
"T will say that those women were kind ! to the foyer for their two hour lun«*h- ★
★
beit
fixed
up
and hospitable. They
i eon time, for social evenings and for
★
classes in English.
tween them to feed us forty girls, and
★
they gave us good food too. But for

tives’ have done for me.
I have many friends in

name

ban.

“To begin with, our factory town
It’s a bilge linrn
isn’t a town at all.
of buildings stuck down in the country
There
nineteen miles from nowhere.
is a railroad siding, n station the size
of a dry goods box, seven farmhouses
and one general store and postoftice

—

water takers would maintain good service, pay overhead charges and satisfac-

was

BESWICK

MR. C. E.

1G0 Caroline Are., Ogdensburg, N.Y.
"I suffered a great deal for three or
four years with Nervous Sick Headache and Dyspepsia. Had to take two
to four scidlitz powders every other
day. Tried doctors—ate bran gems—
took all kinds of remedies
but
nothing did me good until I used
‘Fruit-a-tives’, or Fruit LiverTablets.
I was relieved (lie first day I used
them. They made me well and keep
vie : ■ell, an l I am always glad to tell
people of the great things ‘Fruit-a-

to

My choice of all flours is
WILLIAM
TELL. The
rich limestone soil of the
Miami Valley in Ohio whii
grows the wheat from which
WILLIAM TELL is madgives it a delicious flavor and
wonderful baking qualiti*
It takes the ache out
bake and puts the flavor in.

Club Stands for Hot Lunches, Clean
Towels, Comfortable Cots, Parties,
Games and Recreation to
Girl Workers.

WATER

flour

only the highest
quality for all the baking
do.
It means “good
you
luck,” less waste and real
in
food value.
economy

Factory Community.

For one square, one
OVERUSING TERMS.
Inch length in column. 50 c- nis for "P* week
ano 35 cents for each subsequent insertion
In advance $2 00 a
Subscription Terms
f**r three
year; $1.00 f» rs'x months; 50 cents
A

Tlie

Republican Jouma

Clubbing Nates
for 1010

The following clubbing olfers are for
subscriptions to The Journal paid one year
in advance:
The
The
The
The

Journal
Journal
Journal
Journal

and
and
and
and

Farm and Home,
$2.00
McCall’s Magazine, 2,70
Woman’s Magazine, 2.60
Thrice-a-Week World,2.50

years

The publications included in our clubbing offer may be sent to different addresses.
Send in your subscription to the
REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB CO.,

Belfast,

Maine.

\

FRENCH CHASSEURS ADVANCING IN BULGARIA

^

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.

WHEN NEURALGIA
ATTACKS NERVES
•

The following transfers of real estate
recorded in Waldo County
Registry
of Deeds for the week
ending Jan. 14,1919.
John L. Bean,
Montville, to Everett L.
Bennett, do.; land in Montville.
Blendon L. Myrick, Troy, to D. B.
were

*

Sloan’s Liniment scatters
the congestion and

Moody, do.; land in Troy.
Maud Pease, Cranston, R.
I, to Alice
M. Stover,
Searsmont; land in Sears-

relieves pain

mont.

A little, applied without rubbing, win
penetrate immediately and rest and
600the the nerves.
Sloan’s Liniment Ss very effective in
allaying external pains, strains, bruises,
aches, stiff joints, sore muscles, lumbago, neuritis, sciatica, rheumatic twinges

Keep

a

for family

Harold L. Bailey, Holyoke,
Mass., to
Murphy, Waldo; land in Waldo.

P. M.

Mary E. Davis, Searsmont, to Fred
Wentworth, do.; land and buildings

big bottle always on hand
Druggists everywhere.

M.

Rhodes, do.;

land in

Liberty.

Hiram E. Clements,
Brooks, to Vesta
A. Varney, do.; land in
Brooks.
Samuel J. Gurney,
Belfast, to Percy
M.

Murphy, Waldo;

land and

Waldo.

George
ward

80c., 60c., $1.20

■

wsi photographs to he received in this country of the Bulgarian defeat.
Victorious French
off their trousers and are fording the Vnrdar river in pursuit of the fleeing Bulgarians.

E.

buildings

sealed package, but
have

in

also

Reynolds, Burnham, to EdHeath, Waterville; land in

Range.

One of the most important events in
the livestock of Maine is the recent arrival in Jefferson, Maine, of a lot of 44

an

out

eve

for the

name

WRIG1LEYS

Fred L.
M

Toothaker, Belfast, to Margie
Hanson, do.; land and buildings in

Belfast.

That

Annual Fire Toll of

tection against inferior

15,000 Lives in U. S.

name

Imitations,

is

your pro-

just

as

the

_

head of pedigreed Polled Angus cattle.
sealed package is proNl5W York, Jan. 9. Fires in the
UnitThis represents the choicest selection
ed States take an annual toll of
more
from the leading herds of the West and
tection against impurity.
for national greatness in a world of com- southern stock and the father of norththe 15,000 lives ana a
property loss of |
includes
prize winners, among
peting ambitions, ‘speak softly and carry ern, a situation which during the early which are many
the first, prize and grand cham- approximately $250,000,000, according to
a big stick,’ only summed up the wisdom
years of Theodore, Jr.’s boyhood was not
pion bull at Denver, Colorado, and the statistics read at the opening here
of generations in the old world which allowed to interfere with the
I
today
life
family
lirst prize heifer calf, also winners at of a
conference between representatives
still thinks of war *ts a thing in certain oi these children during the civil war
Oklahoma City and Tennessee State fairs, of the Fire Marshal
cases inevitable.”
Association of North
days.
Memphis and Knoxville, Indiana and | America and the National
n at Modane, Jan.
So frail that he was not privileged to
Kentucky State fairs, Southwest Ameri- Ij Uuderwriters. Most of the Board of Fire
Cuba's Flag at Half,Mast.
associate with the other boys in his can Livestock Show and Illinois State
persons killed
or burned to death were
felt sympathy
women and chilCuba’s neighborhood, Roosevelt was tutored fair in 1918.
Havana, Monday, Jan. 6.
All this stock is out of ! dren.
mguished hus- flag will fly at half stall over all
in
New York, and during prize winners for
ports, privately,
years back.
T. Alfred Flemiag of
tins shocked me
naval vessels, public buildings and mili- travels on which his parents took the
Columbus, Ohio,
A large portion of these were purchas- j
President of the Fire Marshal’s Associachildren
abroad.
on
the
A
island
until after the ;
tary posts
porch gymnasium at ed from ex-President Sutton of the Kan- :
er of
England, funeral of Theodore
tion,
reported
that more than 93 per cent.
his
home
him
in
provided
with
acphysical ex- sas Board of Agriculture, who has been of the fire
Roosevelt,
|
prevention orders issued by
cordance with a decree issued by Pres. ercise witn which he combated a trouble- breeding them for the past 20 years. The I
States had been obeyed.
to hear of the
some «sthnia.
His father, a glass im- two-year drouth that has stricken west- I
Menocal Monday night.
-id distinguished
He
asserted
that more had been accomporter and a man of means, was his con- ern Kansas and reduced the
feeJs-topracj the greatest rein the last two years toward reHoy bcouts will Help to Keep His Memory i stant companion; he kept a diary; he tically nothing, ruined the pastures and plished
\
ducing fire waste than in the 10 preceding
deepest symAlive.
j read so much history and fictional books almost, caused starvation in a large numloss you have
years.
New York, Jan. 7
In order to give i of adventure that he was known as a | ber of herds, is the only reason that in- machine Terming newspaper reporters,
j
guns, and editors, “heavy artilhe took boxing lessons
bookworm;
“to
all
Col.
i
duced
permanent
RooseMr.
the
cream
expression
Sutton
to
with
part
Taft came the
lery,” in the fight against fire, he convelt stood for the boys of the nation,” was an amateur naturalist.
of
his
herd
and
winners.
prize
tinued: “Newspaper men are
j
>urg, Pa:
16,000 troops of the Boy Scouts of Amer“Maine, and particularly the district are also loyal. We should dosharp. They
; the bad news.
Not Allowed to eight.
everything
ica, comprising 410,000 members, Tuessurrounding Jefferson, are to be congrat- in our power to cultivate
mu and yours in
their friendship
One of Roosevelt’s participations in ulated upon the acquisition of a herd of
were instructed to plant one or more
day
an<1
can
ill
command
country
their respect. They know
trees with suitable inscription in memory public affairs took him to Washington in such size and merit, for it means much to ; whether
no.l of history to
or not we are
four-flushing or
of the former President, the national January, 1918, when he conferred with the farmers of the entire State,” in the
n : who could in
whether we are playing on the
square.
council of the organization said in a mes- United States Senator George E. cham- opinion of men largely interested in agri- I ublic
! >ne so much for
sentiment is moulded in printers’
of condolence to Mrs. Roosevelt. berlain of Oregon and ether members of culture.
ink. Therefore, the more said in the
ive lost a
great sage
Mr. Roosevelt, the message said, had Congress who were critical of the adThe Angus cattle for the past 20 years
papers about carelessness and its cure the
urea* world figure,
aided materially in the development of ; ministration’s methods of prosecuting have demonstrated their superiority over easier
it will be to convince the public
rsonality in our
the war.
the
all
Scouts
and
all
Roosevelt
beef
breeds
members
on this occasion anhim
over 90 per
regard
by
winning
that something must be done at once to
in
1 mourn his
nounced his support of the proposal that cent, of the single steer, steer, herd, caias
their
hero.”
Mrs. Taft and
stop our needless and enormous fire
“In losing Col. Roosevelt, our hoys a war cabinet be organized to take over load and carcass prizes at the Interna- waste.”
ii i deepest symMr. Fleming urged the appointtional Livestock Exposition, at Chicago. ment of
and, indeed, the whole world, have sus- the conduct of the war.
a director of
publicity and eduDenied the privilege of fighting for his This fact, together with their quiet dista ned a great loss,” said the message.
cation by the underwriters.
Such a
“But a spirit like his does not die and the flag, Theodore Roosevelt’s interest was position (being hornless), and their ability
Shock to Paris.
man, he said, should be an earnest sort on
national council of Boy Scouts of Amer- centered on his family’s participation in to rustle a living off almost anything, lire
and protection and possess
prevention
lore Roosevelt’s
the war.
His four sons and his son-in- some think, will make them the most
ica will endeavor in every way within its
a proper sense of news
value.”
'o Paris, which
power to see that his memory is kept law, Dr. Derby, carried out a prediction
popular breed in the east within a short
ness.
The public aiive and his splendid qualities empha- made by the former President before the time.
G. O. P. HEADS AT CHICAGO
fulfilment of his sized to serve to stimulate the boyhood United States took up arms—that if war
ii anyone snouia asK you today why
!
of our country and the work! to better came they would enter service. Tneo- New England pays millions and millions
CHICAGO, Jan 9. Party leaders from
municated by the
dore, Jr., became a major, and Archibald of dollars every year for ueef, pork, mut- j nearly every state arrived
citizenship.”
here today to
a
; ace commission
captain, both in France; Quentin en- j ton, poultry and dairy products when she attend the
meeting of the Republican
IS SITUATED ON WASHINGTON STREET, JUST OFF MAIN, STREET.
tered a French aviation squadron, and has so many idle farms and waste
iplomatic circles,
land,
national
committee
tomorrow.
The sessessions of shock South American Papers Comment on Death was killed in action and buried with hon- what would be your answer?”
sion will be in the njture of a political
Careful drivers if desired
I have single and double hitches, buckboards, etc.
of »• oosevelt.
ors by the Germans, and Dr.
This question is asked by the owner of ! love feast at
Derby, the
which the Republican vicBUENOS Ayres, Jan. 7. The news- medical service, also both in France. the herd and he goes on:
ii ambassador
tory at the congressional election last Your patronage is solicited. Telephone—stable. 18-2; house, 18-3.
papers in South American countries de“A few years ago when beef was sell- November will
Kermit, failing to pass a physical examibe canvassed and plans
W. G. PRESTON. Proprietor,
1of one who has vote long articles to the death of Col. \ nation which would admit him to the ing for 4 cents per pound and pork for 5 ;
for the 1920 presidential campaign disprinciples of virile Roosevelt. They refer especially to his [ United States army, received a commis- cents to t) cents per pound, the answer cussedstate
will
be
Practically
every
ward honesty and insistence on and respect for the Monroe ; sion in the British army, and was soon in might have been that they could not comrepresented by the national committee- War
Disliked
rued all over the doctrine.
Mesopotamia.
pete witli the western cheap land range, man or his proxy.
Although Chairman
Mncerely than in
etc., but that is not true today and strange Hays declared that any discussion of canall
Uniforms.
he upheld in her Mourned by hnend and hoe, says Bryan,
as it may seem,
and is no higher in New didates for President was
j
premature, the
SAYS COLD WEATHER
:
shall never be
England today than when the above party leaders in informal conferences
BALTIMORE, Jan. 6. William Jennings
to*quoted prices prevailed.
Locations
Bryan, who is staying in Baltimore while
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn., Jan. 7. After
night discussed probable candidates and
BRINGS RETURN OF
!
I hp
-\ mprirnn
Today New England offers more live- issues. Among the men mentioned in being twice rescued from death and
his wife is undergoing treatment at Johns :
stock
inducements
than
the
balance of the gossip were: Gen.
Mill
INFLUENZA
Hopkins Hospital, paid the following
Pershing, Gen. turned back as many times to the Anithe country.
We have the finest pas- Wood, Senator
Roosevejt’s death tribute to Col. Roosevelt:
Lodge of Massachusetts,
'c*
of the loss to
mal Resue League by his new owners be“The rare qualities that won for Col. Public Must Be Careful To Avoid a Second tures, with the best of water, cheap till- Senator Cummins of
for Summer Hotels
Iowa, Senator Knox
•'dir servant and Roosevelt a multitude of
age land, and buildings all in good order,
devoted followof Pennsylvania, Senator Harding of cause of viciousness. Blighty, a dog born
friend.
Epidemic Easier to Prevent Than
selling at one half the price of the build- Ohio, Wm. H.
ers naturally arrayed against him a host [
has
been
trenches
of
in
the
Trance,
given
Taft, Senator Watson of
and
Cure.
What To t o.
ing alone, and xhe land at one-tenth the
of opponents, but his death puts an end
Indiana, Gov. Lowden of Illinois, former a home by J E. McReavy of No. 616
Roosevelt’s death j to controversy and be will be mourned by
price of much of the western land that Gov. Whitman of New York and Senator Second avenue, S. E. vice president of
'•dork.
Ameri- foe as well as by friend.
“Encouraging reports of the fewer cases is raising the provisions that we are eat- Weeks of Massachusetts.
LOCATED ON THE LINE of THE
j
Gov.-Elect the Animal Rescue League.
-■>•••! a great citizen,
He was a great American and made a of Influenza in this vicinity should not ing.
Blighty, who was brought to MinncHenry A Jollen of Kansas was mentionof a great man. ! profound impression on the
us to re.ax our vigilance or to beallow
“New
England is not using one-tenth ed as a possible candidate for Vice*Presi- | apolis by Corp. John McTavish, formerly
thought of his
nism has been
generation. His picturesque career forms come careless in tlie belief that the dan- of her land today. The average farmer dent by his friends. The two issues most j connected with the British recruiting
•isures.”
ger is all over,’’ says a well Known au- is not farming one fifth of his land. There frequently mentioned in the
a fascinating chapter in our nation’s hisgossip were mission, was given by Corp. McTavish
thority. With the comingtof cold weather are hundreds of vacant farms, and farms an attack on the alleged
tory.”
extravagance of ; to Dr. W. H. Callihan, 4512 Washington i give opportunity to those desiring to
o hear the news
there is apt to he a return of this frightful owned by men and women too old to cul- the national
make a change in location fora new start
Democratic and a strong | avenue. Erom the first Blighty showed
•rica.
The entire
epidemic and its seriousness will depend tivate them longer, that are rapidly “go- declaration against bolshevism and so- | a pronounced dislike for a gray uniform
“Bill” Sewall Says “Champion Gone”
in life.
grief which will
on the extent, of the precautions, taken
back”
to
a state of nature—pasture
the
the
and
to
accord
ing
cialistic
postman
proceeded
ASHLAND, ME., Jan. f). Wilburn W.
doctrines, including government |
Stales over the
the public, to prevent infection.
by
to
brush
to
wood
and
had
been
same
treatment
he
growing
up
taught
or
the
timber,
Maine deep woods guide who
ownership
operation of the railroads
Sewall,
>osevelt.
He was
When the air is full of influenza germs, fields running out, the mowing
YValer Power
coming and other public, utilities. Committee- give the Hun. After doing without his
has long been known to the country as
uMgeous leader of | “Bill”
you may be constantly breathing them ininto weeds, and why?
mail for a week, Dr. Callihan turned the
man Stanley of Kansas and Hubert Work
intimate
friend
of
Sewall,
Col.
I] ve in history as
to your nose and throat.
But then dan“It seems to me that the answer is of Colorado predicted that all the former dog over to the Animal Rescue League.
Unlimited Raw Material
; Roosevelt and his companion on many
s i dents.
mav be avoided and you may make lack of livestock and a confession that
The next owner of Blighty was M. C.
Republican states in the West would be
hunting trips, expressed deep sorrow to- ger
Mrs. Roosevelt a
immune
to
infection
yourself
practically
AND
20-year-ago conditions ruled them out in line for 1920. Committeeman A. T. Zipoy of No. 50 Bedford avenue, S E.,
day when informed of his death.
if you destroy the germ before it actually temporarily, and no thought given the Hert of
“I have lost a true friend,” he said.
Kentucky said the indications who got him to keep away thieves. The
with me the great
work in your blood.
begins
Good
matter
since
to
Land
thieves—and
conditions
here
and
study
customers',
pointed to that state going Republican in dog kept away
“The world has lost its best friend, and
cans feel over the
During the recent serious epidemic, which in the West.
as well.
Back to the Animal Rescue
the next presidential election.
human rights have lost their best cham*-ushed husband.”
hit this vicinity so hard, most successAWAIT DEVELOPMENT.
It costs no more to pasture a cow,
The next day,
League went Blighty.
pion.”
yg said:
ful results were obtained by many tarough hog or sheep today than when
Mr. Zipoy’s store was entered and $500
prices
In
“The
Life
of
Theodore
Boys’
RooseRoosevelt removes
the simple breathing into the nose, throat were at- one-quarter their present
worth of merchandise stolen.
Communications regarding locations
High T vpe of American
levels,
‘a great American.
and lungs of the medicated air of oil of and as most of the profit is represented velt,” just published by Harper & BrothCorp. McTavish will experience much
are invited and will receive attention*
Col. Roosevelt’s career has left such a
Hermann
the
Hagedorn
1 ceaseless energy
ers,
gives
story
Hyomei.
Probably no better, safer or by the growth made on pasture, the winin getting Blighty back, if he
vivid impression upon the people of his
when addressed to any agent of the
of Col. Roosevelt’s life from his birth difficulty
us figure in public
more sensible precaution against Influ- ter
ever returns to
Minneapolis, Mr. Mcseason, or between pasturage season,
time that it is necessary to touch but
MAINE CENTRAL, or to
right
up to the present time. Not so very
urmies alike recogenza, Grippe, Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis,
is the marking time or maintenance of
said.
some ot the more striking
far from the title-page is recorded the Reavy
or Catarrh of the nose and throat could
personality and the briefly upon
the herd time, and no great prolit can be
Blighty is part Coach and part Great
of
INDUSTRIAL BUREAU
his
phases
and
of
his
first
varied, interesting
story
spanking. “It happened Dane.
in molding public
be employed than to go now to the near- realisied, perhaps, during these
months,
“strenuous” life to recall to the public
“f'or some
His patriotism and
est drug store and get a complete outfit but it’s all in the year’s work and the this way,” says the author,
mind full details of his many exploits
MAINE CENTRAL RAILFCAC,
:y will long be reconsisting of a bottle of the pure Oil of winter herd should be as large as the reason or other not qui e clear he had
bitten his sister’s arm. This was a crime,
>1 low-citizens, while and experiences.
and a little vestpocket hard rab
Hyomei
summer pasture will support if sufficient
Called to the White House in 1901,
he knew, and he fled forthwith to the
'Mil will
PORTLAND. MAINE.
FOR FLETCHER’S
be an inher inhaling device into which a few fodder .s cut to care for
them; if not, the back yard and thence to the
after President McKinley had been asaerations.”
kitchen,
of the oil are poured.
drops
herd
should
be
cut
down
in
the
or
T
fall,
l
o
R
sassinated, Col. Roosevelt, 42 years of
Carry this inhaler with you during the the winter forage increased through silage where the cook, wno was Irish, was bakage, became the youngest President the
day and each half hour or so put it in and improved methods of handling the ing bread. He seized a handful of dough
United
States
has
ever
had. Three years
Comment.
(preparedness!) and crawled under the
your mouth and draw deep breaths of its fodder.
later he was elected as President by the
kitchen table. A minute later his father
“Every possible foot of land should be entered from the
Tuesday morning’s | largest popular vote a P esident has re- pure healing germicidal air into the pasyard, asking for Theosages of your nose, throat and lungs to producing something that will turn into
print full accounts ceived.
dore. The cook was warm-hearted and' Lots of It in Belfast But Daily Growing Lou> price second hand
parlor
destroy any germs that may have found money in a short time, and with the
’-•R's death, with long j
Thus Roosevelt, sometimes called a
between
Less.
compromised
‘informing’ and
j
lodgement there. This simple precaution ridiculously low prices at which good
rial comment.
and kitch n stoves.
man of destiny, served for seven
her
conscience
a
years
by
casting
significant
there
disappears as the nation’s chief magistrate. In a may save you a serious illness ar.d the farming land can be purchased in New glance under the table The elder TheoThe kidneys often cry for help
J. AUSTIN McKEE V.
loss of several weeks’ work. It is pleasant England, it looks like a crime to
oai American and a i
pay out dore dropped on all-fours and darted for
subsequent decade the fortunes of poliNot another organ in the whole body
ain,” says the Daily j tics did not favor him, for, again a can- to use and not at ail expensive as the in- the millions that are going West every the younger. That fugitive from justice more delicately constructed;
rT a
fighter, continu- didate for President—this time leading haler will last a lifetime and further sup- year when the State of Maine alone could heaved the dough at him and bolted for
Not one more important to health
plies of the Oil of Hyomei can be had at raise enough beef, pork, poultry and dairy
ity ism,
as
must a
the Progressive party which he himself
The kidneys are the filters of the blood.
the stairway.
He was caught half-way
any drug store for a few cents.
products to feed all New England.
quality is pure energy ! had organized when he differed
When they fail the blood becomes foul
and
treated
radically
as, on the whole, he deHundredsof people in this vicinity used
“The answer as the writer sees it, is up
ason
We think of with some of the policies of the
and
served.”
poisonous.
Republi- Hyomei in this way during the recent more up-to-date methods
HOME EMPLOYMENT
also made a great can
improved.
party in 1912—he went down to de- crisis and avoided
There can be no health where there is
danger. They should
dint, of his great feat, together with the
Republican can- not neglect it now for the danger is by no
poisoned blood.
BRAIDING rugs for us is pleasant, easy
qualities.”
j didate, William Howard Taft, while means over.
The many friends of John R. Hurley,
Backache is one of the frequent indica'id' says:
well-paid work. For particulars, addres
Woodrow Wilson, Democrat., was elected.
of New York City and son of Mr.
tions of kidney trouble.
Esq.,
PHELPS & PINKHAM, Inc.,
'*
world loses one of
Col. Roosevelt’s enemies agreed with
and Mrs. James F. Hurley of Frankfort,
It is often the kidneys’ cry for help.
GREAT EASTERN FISHERIES.
302 Anderson St.., Portland, Me.
me of those who
his friends that his life, his character
Heed it.
Maine, and Winthrop, Mass., will be in14 w 18
thrice in a gener- and his writings
Bead what Doan’s Kidney Pills have
represented a high type
Within the next five years Rockland terested to learn that Mr. Hurley sailed
gmation of mankind of Americanism.
Dec. 30th on the Baltic for Liverpool.
done for overworked kidneys.
y -reme degree some
Of Dutch ancestry, born in New York will become the leading salt fish center From there via London he will
Read what Doan’s have done for Belgo to
in the history of
city on Oct. 27, 1858, in a house in East of the United States, instead of Glouces- Paris, where he is to meet Mr. Herbert
fast people.
did so much to Twentieth
Mrs. H. W. Healey, 65 Miller St., Belstreet, the baby Theodore was ter, Mass., if the plans of the Great East- Hoover and arrange to install systems
an elTective world
a weakling.
He was one of four children ern
fast, says: “About two years ago I sufHousehold Furniture
Fisheries Corporation are successfully for offices in Paris, Rotterdam and Tri'U
and
his
people
who came to Theodore and Martha Buleste in behalf of the United States Food
fered pretty bad with my back. My back
fie right
carried out; and there is every reason to
diplomacy loch Roosevelt.
The .mother was of
was so lame I couldn’t sweep the lloor or
Including chamber sets, tables, etc., etc.
Administration Grain Corporation. Mr.
believe that they will be. This corpora- Huriey is a graduate of Old Town
do my housework. 1 often had to go to Apply at
High In these
days of necessary thrift and bed with sick headaches. I knew my
9 CO SMiaCIAL STSCET, BELFAST
tion, which has already acquired several sc hool in the class of 1905, entering Bowdoin College, where he graduated with household economy, you will make no
kidneys were disordered and bought
acres of valuable waterfront
property on
Doan’s
A.
Howes
&
honors
in
Pills
at
A.
the class of 1909.
high
lie was mistake in keeping your health good and
Kidney
both sides of Tillson avenne, is moving a
Co.’s
Store.
member of the'Psi Upsilon and Phi
In a short time I got
preventing sickness within your family. relief Drug
its entire fishing drying plant to this port Beta Kappa fraternities.
and after taxing four boxes of this
He is a memthat
do
of
IVc
not
know
^
any prescription
medicine I was cured. Since then, I have
for a permanent location.
Few people in b r of the New York Bar, being admitted
in 1911, also a Certified Public Account- combines such reliable modicines for in- felt like a diifernt person.”
Whereas my wife, MURETTA F. SMITH,
Rockland, where ’he Great Eastern Fishlu
Price 60c. at ail dealers. Don’t simply has left me without just cause, this is to
eries Corporation has been carrying on a ant. His many friends wish him best digestion, biliousness, headache and conask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s forbid all persons from harboring or trustagr0 mr system
a
continually increasing portion of its busi- success in his new fields of operation. stipation as that long-tried
!
r,,,ly run down conness for the past year, have any idea of Mr. Hurley received his honorary disKidney Pills—the same that Mrs. Healey ing her on my account after this date.
and trustworthy family rem'•Vaa broken
out all
Bilfast, Jan. 4, 1919.
had. Foster-Milburn Co.,Mfgrs., Buffalo, ;
the magnitude of the fish drying busi- charge from the Army a few days before
1 began to be wor“L.
F.”
Atthe
True
3w2*
ROSCOE B. SMITH.
N. Y.
ness already operated by
condition and I
the concern sailing, having been stationed at Camp edy,
Wad tS°y
,ry anything which
Hancock, Georgia. His two brothers are wood’s Medicine or Bitters.
here or of what the company is
r,.n
planning in the service,
Pen,“" w*»
Wilfred
G.
Ensign
"'""mended6 '• ",e as a fine
Hurley Nor is there anything so
for the future. There is no doubt but
n
i1
that before 1923 Rockland will become of the U. S. Navy and J. Francis, Jr.,
and
I
df": f'Urd tna?d.it ,onl°good that will cost you only
now abroad with the engineering corps,
was worthy
the leading salt fish center of the United
^bat bottles
one cent a dose.
Ml»* Rieka Leopold*
A. E. F.
changed
Buy it toof Portland, Me., offers to young women
""ndi,i(1„faw
instead
of
States,
Gloucester. Not only
"“.materially and in a 288 Layco St.. Menasha, Wis.f
has it railroad facilities, but it must also
day of your dealer. Insist
'">l"
For
Influ of High school education or its equivaJ wa» "II over my Secy Liederkranz. Miss Leopold’s
letter opposite conveys in no unbe borne in mind that the bulk of the busilent, a two and one-half years’ course of
i „“U|
ir„i '"r my restoration to
upon having only the gen1,1
ren
certain way the gratitude she
and training which includes six months at Belenza, Colds
Wad “lrenBth to Peruna.
ness is east of Rockland and that Nova
uine “L.F.”60dose bottle 50
endorse it.”
feels
for
Peruna.
S”1'1
Scotia points can be tapped through
FOR FLETCHER’S
Sore Throats. All levue Hospital, N.Y. City. Address Sup’t
cents, as made by the L. F.
_Liquid and Tablet Form
of Nurses, 91 Danforth St., Portland,
Rockland.
Medicine Co., Portland, Me.
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Notice

The

Central Mame*
Power Company J
1
must grow
to meet the needs of a
i

prosperous territory;

A Safeand Profitable Investment
For Belfast
7 °7o Cumulative

Stock of the Central Maine Power Company (of
THEwhich the PenobscotPreferred
the people of Belfast
Bay Electric Co. is part) offers
a

to
Not only does it
investment.

and nearby towns a peculiarly satisfactory
combine a commercial rate of interest with a
high degree of safety, but it enables the
customers ot the Company to share in its
ownership and its earnings.
Here are a few of the many reasons
why the customers ot the Company are
purchasing this security:

development of a peculiarly favorable water
pow-er site at Rice Rips between Waterville and Oakland, Maine.
Such a development was made necessary by the steadily increasing demand tor

'T'HIS stock
1

*

was

issued

to finance the

power by the prosperous industries of our territory.
The Central Maine Power Company (owner of the Penobscot Bay Electric Co,)
was organized in 1899 and has grown and developed to a point where it now serves
77 cities, towns and villages in one of the most prosperous sections ot Maine.
in-these communities are located a great variety (112 different sorts) of industries, which purchase power from the Company. Not one of these was a strictly
war industry, and all of them, as far as can be learned, are readjusting on a peace
basis and will do their share in the long and profitable task of replenishing the
world’s depleted stock of goods.

continuance of profitable business for the Company.
The substantial character of the industries in the territory served by the Comand the home ownership are features of the
pany, together with the able managemem
This

When you

to

prospective

investors.

The Central Maine Power Company is a Maine corporation,
men, managed by Maine men and very largely owned by Maine
most of whom are customers of the company.

organized by Maine
men

and

women—

This customer ownership teature is an interesting development. For many years
the Ccmpany has been selling its prefered stock chiefly in its territory, as a matter
of convenience; but of late it has mrade an especial drive for customer ownership. When it issues preferred stock now', to finance new developments which are
to add to the revenue-producing power of the Company, it does not go to the big
and employees—to the people who live
money maikets but to its own customers
it
These people buy its stock, because
best.
know
who
the
to
people
along its lines,
it
and
future. They share not only in
in
its
and
believe
the
know
company
they
the ownership but in thp reasonable profits.

CENTRAL

MAINE

buy Central

Maine Power

you buy in an
its
All
of
power.
property is within a few hours' ride of you. If \ou wish, you can inspect all the property of the
Company in a day or two. It lies, with the exception of a line east of the Penobscot, between the Penobscot and Androscoggin and between Moosehead Lake and
the Atlantic Ocean.
The Company’s property not only lies where you can readily
inspect it, but it is the sort of property that is tied right into the soil ol the State—
water powers, dams, power stations, lines, buildings—the most
tangible sort of tangible property. More than $15,000,000 of it stands behind your investment in Central Maine Power Company 7 % Preferred Stock.
It is the fact that Maine People know about the Central Maine Power Company
that makes it such a satisfactory investment for them.
From what has been said, you can draw your own conclusions as to the safety
of Central Maine Preferred S^ock as an investment.
Here are some other points that will interest you:

Company Preferred Stock

organization which furnishes you with light and

i

The dividends of this stock have been paid without interruption since the stock
issued—the 49th consecutive dividend has just been paid.
At a price of $107.50 a share, this stock yields 62 °lo net—a commercial rate of
interest and a good return, investors feel, on a stock of such safety.
uwing to our advertising and sales efforts and to the sterling reputation of the
Company, Central Maine Power Company Preferred Stock rinds a ready market in
our territory—at a price of #107. ?0 a share.
It is more readily salable in this territory than almost any other security of similar nature.
was

This stock

means a

greatest interest

People

is

accepted

as

collateral

by the banks of the territory

so

that you

can

borrow money on it if need be. In normal times you can get this accommodation at
from S' percent to 6 percent interest—on a stock that is paying you 6'.
percent in
dividends.
This stock is exempt from all State, County and town taxes—an
important

point

now and more important if a State income tax is
adopted.
This stock requires no care and no responsibility. After the investment is made
your dividend checks reach you quarterly.
The stock is in convenient units of denomination—107.S0 a share, For those
who wish to combine savings with investment, terms as low as $10 down and $10 a
month are accepted, payable with your lighting bills.

of

Preferred Stock Salesmen will be in Belfast
to call
SOME
customers in regard to investing in preferred stock.
But Belfast is
big
our

soon

on

a

and

our

town

solicting force is. of necessity, small. To be sure that a solicitor sees you,
telephone the Belfast office of the Penobscot Bay Electric Comand ask that a stock salesman calls. No obligation involved.

our

why
pany

not write or

COMPANY

POWER

Of Which the Penobscot Bay Electric

Company

is

a

Part

f'

A full blown dandelion blossom grown
in the yard of Elijah Morse of Belmont
found its way to The Journal office last
Friday and received a warm welcome.

jygyy

Mrs.

Frost has been informed
that the name of Samuel Harvey in the

fULPAPER

Leo Everett Wade,

NOVV
prices;

j

!

request.

on

I

FRED o. JONES
^

son

of Mrs.

Mills,

Hodgdon C. Buzzell, Esq., of this city
elected a member of the executive

was

committee of the Maine Bar Association
at its annual meeting held in Augusta
Mrs. Annie L. Burgess has issued invitations to the marriage of her daughter,
Miss Edith Louise, and Alexander Dun-

--

Innes at her home, No. 21 Union
at 8 p. m. Monday, Jan. 20th.

St.,

can

Belfast.

of

fa

Fernald, formerly

Mrs. Austin J.
office to learn to

ins

Miss

Ramsdell,

who has been employed
for several years at the office of Mathews
Hazel

stenographer and bookkeeper has
resigne 1 and Monday took a like position
Mill

ERTISEMEN TS.

A

ar-

rived recently in New York from Soutl
America on a vessel with a cargo o'

! last Wednesday.

MAINE.

i

foster

mahogany.

35c.

! c

a

John A. Hartshorn of Poor’s

IN STOCK

Power Co. publishes
its stock, which it of-

as

with Cooper & Co.

Owing to lack of a quorum last Monday evening, the North Church Guild
will meet again next Monday evening
::
with Mrs. C. B. Holmes. The Minneter advertises picture
.seek.
toska girls have invited the Guild to a
Ivertises for women to sociable to be held next Friday evening
garments.
at the home of Mrs. C. M. Craig.
al Bank publishes
ion.

a

Electric Co. has reRadiant Electric
he stove arnPfur-

Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Clay

are planning
give a private dancing party on the
evening of February 14th, either in the
Armory or Odd Fellow’s Hall.
Fish’s
orchestra of Camden, with Mrs. Bessie
Keyes at the piano, will furnish the
music.
It is planned to decorate the hall
and to make the dance the principal social

ef

to

Store is having a fire
close out their entire

Bargain Store adverk down sale on coats,
skirts.
for sale 25 medium
horses and also Maine
medium ami heavy,

affair of the winter.

rs

The engagement of Deputy Sheriff J.
A. G. Beach of this city and Mrs. Myrtle
B. Smith, formerly of Islesboro, has been

kland, wants Angora
27 Pearl street, cleans
new process.
Suphand.
k advertises

advertises for horse
mi

an

wants

E.

Lena

uve

Mayhew,

S. Bickford,
the Third Maine have
mbia Grafonola of J.
in their

use

new

Fellows’ block,
rer

CdilTord

J.

Pattee

his itome in Northport
rvere grip cold during
■eorge 1. Keating subintentions of Marthon
and

t

Miss

Katherine

Augusta have been

re-

derk Charles S. Bickis

: e

private secretary
Mr. Doak has re-

a

use.

rge from Camp Devens
of his parents, Mr. and
Doak.

Their marriage

at the bride’s home in

They will make
groom’s farm, former-

5th.
:e

farm in North Belfast.
■i institute of

Pittsfield

rast High 27 to

19 here,

chance to work his pasthe barge, and the captain

a

sage home on
had agreed to take him

guilty and

If. Fogg 2

was

bound over to the April

of the Supreme Judicial Court under
$500 bonds, and was committed to the
county jail on default. He showed little

1 organization of girls un1
f age connected with the interest in his trial
of Mrs.

A.

E.

un-

About $15

Wilson,

was

realiz-

or

in the sentence.

Cobb,

of Mr. and
Mrs. Asa Cobb of Belmont and well known
Private Edward

ership of 26, held a most
of food and candy at the
i room last Saturday afterbenefit of the starving Aren.

had also

term

<5

e

and

given him food. The boy soon after disappeared for Searsport with $110 in cash
and two watches belonging to the captain.
He was tried before Judge M. W.
Lord of the Municipal Court and found

rf. Pendleton 3

church and

worry and anxthe world war.
It is a real iron blood and nerve
tonic, especially beneficial in the
weakness following the influenza and
grip, to worn-out, brain-fagged men,
delicate women, school-tiled
girls,
and to fast-growing hoys, invalids
and convalescents,' the aged and infirm. It actually puts iron, a natural
strengthener, into the blood, and restores the wasted red corpuscles.
knows its great merit.

iety

over

■

Herbert H. Stevens, superintendent ot
the Leonard & Barrows shoe factory, has
been commissioned captain in the Reserve
Oflicers Quartermaster’s

Corps, subject

to call.

This is in recognition of his services in the raincoat division of the

Corp,

while on leave of absence from his duties
here.
There will be a meeting of the citizens
in the Municipal Court room,
Thursday
evening at 7.15 to consider a proposition
looking toward the re-opening of the
Pierce Billings Company factory here on
larger scale than ever before. All interested, and this should include every
a

one, are earnestly urged to be present.
On January 22ud at 7.30 p. m. in the
Municipal Court room there will be a
meeting of the New England Milk Producers’ Association. The principal speaker on this occasion will be Mr. Richard

Pattee, manager of the N. E M. P. A.
Mr. Pattee has recently been appointed
to the directorate of the National Milk
Producers’ Federation.
It was largely

with Mr. and Mrs. Conner here for about
four years, while attending school.
He

Monteiro fol

The line-up:
B. H. S. f 19)
rb. Smalley
rb. Matthews
lb. Marriner
c. Lothrop 2 (D

nitarian,

nervous weakness

exhausting

Eugene R. Conner of Northport has
a letter from his
nephew, private
Eugene Rackliffe, who made his home

Monday

their regular meeting next

even-

writes that he

Capt. John C. Hamm, who enlisted in
the service and who returned sometime

Cedar

A book review, “Li
will be given by Mrs.

southern training camp on ac- Hung Chang,”
illness, plans to re-open his James H. Howes. Music will also be inphysician’s office in this city early next cluded in the program.

ago from
count of

a

Waltzer,

son

Private James C. Meservey, Co. C. of
Raymond B. Dyer apd family, who the 327th Infantry, reported wounded,
have been living in the residence of his was struck in the arm and ankle Oct. j
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George B. Dyer, on 7th, and at last reports was in a hospital
Belmont avenue, recently moved to the in Southern France and unable to walk,
He is the

Toothaker house on the same avenue.
He has bought the school team and route

in this city, who has been in France in
Battery E., 103rd Field Artillery of the
famous 26th Division, writes a Belfast
friend: "I have been sick in a hospital
in Paris for some

time, but am
some city, but

Grieg

National Song,
Grieg
Bernice Armstrong
Williams
In the Gypsy Camp,
Doris Wilson
The Dreamland of Love,
Sawyer
Violet Dexter and Idres Rogers

L

]

all right
I prefer

Streabog

Friendship Waltz,

son

of Mr. and Mrs. James A.

Meservey of Lincolnville and went to
France last April.

of Edgar L. Smith, who is spending the
winter in Lewiston.
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Belfast Commandery, United Order of
the Golden Cross, initiated two members
at their last meeting. The regular meet-

ciety

ing will be held this, Thursday, evening
A large attendance is
in Red Men’s hall.

Girls’ Home, and also for
of candy for each child.

a rvxu

j

ou*

last meeting extended a
vote of thanks to the Methodist Church
for arranging the Christmas tree at the
their

at

a

gift and

a

box

Other friends

requested to make arrangements for the
installation which is to take place Jan.
30th with grand officers present.

remembered the Home at this season.
The big dolls at the base of the tree were
the gifts of Mrs. J. W. Blaisdell, the
Matthew Milan, steward on the S. S. handkerchiefs were from Mrs. Abbie McLake Indian, a collier on the line between Dowell, the large doll’s bed from Miss C.
boxes of staSearsport and Norfolk, Va., left the Wal- M. Cutter, handkerchiefs,
do County hospital last Saturday for his tionery and pretty ginghams from Mrs.
home in South Boston. Mr. Milan was Essie P. Carle, red hair ribbons from
suffering with typhoid fever when the Mrs. F. G. Spinney, books and toys from
steamer docked in Searsport about six Mrs. Edmon Eno of Searsport, candy
weeks age and was brought directly to from Mrs. Howard L. Whitten, Benj. H.
the hospital, w'here he
very seriously ill.

was

Mudgett, Rebecca and John Scott Darling, the Christmas dinner from Mrs. Ira
M. Cobe, ice cream for New Years from
Mrs. T. B. Dinsmore, oranges from Hon.

for some time

The Public Safety rooms in the Poor
on Phoenix Row were closed last

block

Saturday. Chairman O. E. Frost, who
has given much of his valuable time to
these very importantand exacting duties,
wishes The Journal to publicly thank all
who have co-operated in the work and
also to express his personal appreciation
Mr. Frost has authority from Gov. Carl
E. Milliken to extend thanks and appreciation to all who assist in any man-

J.

P.

Taliaferro

Jacksonville,

of

Fla

The money gifts, one half of which have
already been reported, were from J. W.

We offer 25 medium and

heavy weight horses, acdi=
mated and ready for work.
We have also just received
a shipment of the famous
Maine State Prison Pungs,
in two sizes, medium and

heavy.

B. O. NORTON,

Manson of Pittsfield, Miss Emma Pray of

BELFAST, MAINE.

Waterville, Mrs. Jennie M. Bragg of
Stockton Springs, Mrs. Mary C. Mans1

!
!

field and Mrs. E. P. Frost of Belfast, Mrs.
I. H. Nickerson of Somerville, Mass.,
Mrs. E. A. Carpenter of Brooks, amounting in all to $154.09.

ner.

At the annual

meeting of the stock-

holders of the City National Bank of Belfast held Tuesday, Jan. 14th, at 10 o’clock,

Your Friend Has Arrived

was

Idres Rogers

Horses

month.

application

blank from the

director,

have received a shipment of these Radiant ElectricHeaters. This will be welcome
news to you, and the many that
have been waiting for them.
At last

we

The Electric Radiator
helps

out the stove and furnace

th ese cold days and makes every
Attach to any light
corner cozy.
socket and it begins its triendly
work.

Frank

A. Downs, and by paying the sum of threi
cents for a club button and guide. Parent!
of the club members

are

the meetings. Their
j at
tect Our Feathered

Friends,”

“I desire to

pledge:

become

“Pro-

and theii
a

1 ■

m

3S

the Sun warms'

Price $9.00

always welcomt
motto is:

jtt'stfixricit
rfsdiiie Healer

W*rms

membei

of the Liberty Bell Bird Club, and promise
to study and protect all song and insectibirds and do what I

vorous

can

for the

PENOBSCOT BAY ELECTRIC CO.

Sign the Liberty Bell Bird Club
pledge today and help in this great work
of saving the birds and thus help to reduce the high cost of living.
club.”

The officers-elect of Emma White Bar-

Tent, D. of V., were installed last
Wednesday night by Past President Annie
May Frost assisted by Miss Etta White-

ker

head as

guide.

The officers are:

JANUARY

Mrs.

Myra Dutch, president; Mrs. Annie Jelliis no official committee to
now.
Paris is
Elliott | son, senior vice president; Mrs. Ethel
There’s a long, long Trail,
inwards the thirty millions Belfast any time.
I Whiting, junior vice president; Georgia
I tried to get the KaiPaul Tuttle
Presser
is week by the Armenian ser, but the best I could do was to get a March of the Brownies,
Juan, chaplain; Emma Brown, treasurer;
Louise Gray and Miss Stoddard
ielief Committee of N. Y.,
button off a Boche which I will bring
Mrs. Rose Sprague,
Behr Mrs. Mary Carter,
Child’s Play,
Wilson would be pleased
home to you. The Bodies are yellow. I
Mrs. Rose
Bucklin, counselors; Lizzie
Ellen Chapman
add
to
to
contributions
y
have seen enough of them to know that Merry Company,
Presser Clary, patriotic instructor. The appoin.<•
Birds made and will send
tive officers are Mrs. Etta P. Savery,
Fern Orchard
Belfast’s contribution.
They are a bunch of yellow men. They
Gureit secretary; Mrs. Annie May Frost, guide;
Slumber Song,
will come running, holding up their
Miss Etta Whitehead,guard;Dora Bridges,
Marvel Orchard
i hands and shouting ‘Kamerade’ and then By the Spring,
Gureit assistant guard; Ethel Pettee, musician.
The color bearers are Lida Blood, Rose
Linwood Pattee
shoot our men, but we got so we just
Prestor. Sprague, Susie Hanson, Goldie Warren
shot them on sight. That is the only Merriment Waltz,
There was a large attendance of thi
Sadie Freedman
way to treat them, just shoot them, they
Thomas H. Marshall Post and allied soSchumann
Happy Farmer,
are so yellow.”
cieties. Refreshments were served.
"John Vickery

v

street, this, Thursday, afternoon

at three o’clock.

low the knee

1st piano, Marguerite Owen
2nd piano, Beulah Young
Schubert
Impromptu in A flat,
Hope Dorman
Valse Chromatique,
Godard
Marirn Small
Dance of Kewpies,
Ashford
Mabel Swett and Marguerite Owen
A Gem from Beethoven
Beulah Young
Minuetts from Suite in E Minor,
Raff
Marguerite Owen
Serenade Badine,
Gabriel, Marie
Violet Dexter
in
A
Ricirer
Tarentella
Minor,
Ora Wade

25

Parish, Unitarian, church will meet at
the home of Mrs. Charles S. Bickford,

ing.

tlie following directors were re-elected
wounded in the leg befor the ensuing year: Ira M. Cobe, Chas.
a
of
shell
by
and
is
piece
a
P Hazeltine, Asa A. Howes, Thomas W.
Odd Fellows and these societies will be now in a hospital in Nantes, France, hut
Pitcher, Elmer A. Sherman, Valorus A.
is
lie
was
well,
born
getting
along
in
other
friends.
represented with
Selwyn Thompson, Charles H.
Simmons,
Troy but went from Jackson, Mich.,
There are a number ol Belfast families
C. W. Wescott.
Directly after
where he had been living after leaving Walden,
who have reasons to be interested in the
the meeting of the stockholders the Diand
trained
at
Belfast,
Camp Custer. He
rectors held a meeting and elected the
following special notice from the Boston went overseas with the 85th
Division the
Herald January 12th: “Gen. Peyton C.
I following officers: President, C. W. Weslast of July or first of August.
R. A. Bramhall; Asst.
cott; Cashier
March, chief of staff, today officially deMrs. F. W. Angier of San Jose, Calif., Cashier, Alberta W. Farnliam.
nied reports that the 26th New England
division had been ordered home, in a let- writes in a personal letter to Belfast
Thomas II. Marshall Circle had the
friends the following in regard to the reter to Congressman Gallivan of Boston.
following program last Tuesday afterGen. March declared that the 26th divis- cent serious accident to Mr. Angier: noon in charge of the patriotic instrucion was not yet even on the priority list “He was X-rayed the day following and tor,
Mrs. Nettie White:
Invocation
for early return to this country. In operated upon Tuesday and placed in a
chaplain; singing, America; roll call o
writing to Mr. Gallivan he said, in part: cast in which he still remains. The first soldiers; presentation of flag, Mrs. Don
“I regret to inform you that the 26th two weeks he suffered great pain but is
Bridges; response, Pres. Mrs. Rose Fair
division is not yet on priority for early more comfortable now, reads and is inbrother; Service Flag poem, Mrs. Nettii
All our
return to the United States, but as soon terested in everything going on.
White; remarks on flag, Com. L. C
as so designated by Gen.
Pershing, the friends have been splendid, dropping in
Putnam; reading, The Cost, Mrs. Lulii
information will be made public through and the days pass pleasantly.
This will
Nichols; reading on the flag, Mrs. Julii
the press.”
be a long siege and a hard one wirh both
Ferguson; reading, The Service Flag
and
so
broken
near
the
legs
knees, but Mrs. Dora Bridges; singing, The Sta
Vito Mongone, a youth of about 17
Fred is wonderfully patient and we hope
Spangled Banner; closed with prayer.
from
New
was
aryears hailing
York,
ultimately the outcome will be favorrested Friday in Searsport by Constable able.”
The Belfast Liberty Bell Bird Club ha:
I
Fred Small, on complaint made by Capt.
The piano pupils of Miss Amy E. Stod- 66 members. It meets at the Police Cour
Nanoel G. Monteiro of a Coe-Mortimer dard will
give a recital at her studio, fi8 room in the city building every Thursda]
barge at their plant in this city. The Church St., this afternoon at 3.30 o’clock. evening at seven o’clock. Any boy oi
boy had come to Searsport in a vessel The program:
girl ten years of age or over may becomi
He asked Capt.
and walked to this city.
Danse Macabre,
Saint Saens a member of the Club by procuring ai

been recorded with

for

and the

Red Men and the wedding will be under
The bridal party will be in
its auspices.
Indian costume and a banquet will follow

The groom-to-be is also
member of the Knights of Pythias and

Enoch F.

rations of
Mrs

anemia, paleness,

troubles,

received

the ceremony.

for

girl

This is what makes
Peptiron of
wonderful therapeutic
value, and so
successful after influenza, the
grip
and in blood and nerve

hontas branch of the Tarratine Tribe of

the farm in East Belfast owned by
Both are members of PocaMr. Beach.

calls attention to
and staple groceries,
visions.

of

on

announced. The marriage will take place
They will make their home

o.

Peptiron,—The Combination
Pepsin, Nux, Iron, Celery.

through his efforts that the farmers of
New England received an increase of
2 1-2 cents per quart from Nov 1917 to
October 1918.
Everybody interested are
urged to attend this meeting.

Jan. 28th.

Royal

a

Into

P.

list of Belfast men in the service should
be taken out, as he belongs in Swanville.

for 1919

lOc.

E.

IT PUTS JHE “PEP”

Primrose Chapter, O. E. S., will have
Mr. Charles W. Lancaster, who was
recently injured by a fall, is now able to their installation of officers tomorrow,
be about his home without the aid of Friday, evening. The exercises will begin at 8.15 when all members and invited
crutches.
are requested to be seated before
A. E Clark Camp, Sons of Veterans, guests
the doors are closed.
will have a debate on, Resolved that the
United States should feed the Enemy, at
The Women’s Alliance of the First

Grace Hatch

MARK DOWN SALE

--

-ON-

Do not

Coats, Suits, Dresses and Skirts

buy

A Good Selection to Choose From.

Edison
merely because
New

a

N world’s greatest
fives tor makes it.
Attend

a

tone test; then

it because the evi-

nce has

convinced

that it Rl -CRETKS tte singer’s
,QICt with
'1U

cannot

fidelity
distinguish

such

that
artist

instrument.

&W EDISON
^ed

with

a

Soul”

D. Jones,

BELFAST, MAINB,

^un

full line of Fancy and Staple
Groceries at reasonable prices, Considered
We offer

PREESED
MINCED HAM and SAUSAGE.

Phonograph Diftributor.

FRANKFEURTS,

Give

us a

New York Bargain Store, Main St.

a

We also carry a line of FRESH MEATS and PRO=
VISIONS, and can give you exceptionally good value
in

THE

Phonograph

ATTENTION!

trial order that

we

HAM,

BOLOGNA,

may convince you,

H. L. WHITTEN CO.

George Trumble, who left Belfast May
29th for Camp Devens and on July 3d for
since that
overseas, being in action ever
is
time, was wounded on Oct. 6th, and
He has written

FIRE

SALE

We

Mrs. Hattie Green of High
that he is nearly well now,
stating
street,
but did not state where or how he was

are closing out our entire stock of
groceries, which were recently damageo by fire, at very lo w prices. Come

wounded.

in and look around and

Mrs. Wm. H. Smalley for several years
bookkeeper for the Belfast Water Company has accepted a position with Chan-

gains
evenings.

now

in

a

base

hospital.

bis sister,

dler & Barber, hardware dealers, Boston
and will leave soon. She will be accompanied by her son, Karl Raymond, who
will enter the Boston public schools with
the view of later attending Technology.
They will board for the present with Mr.
Smalley and later take apartments. Mrs.
Florence Libbey Keene succeeds her here.

we are

YOUNG’S
WANTED

offering.

see

the bar-

Open Saturday

GROCERY STORE

t Friends in Jackson of Wagner Percy
ANGORA CATS OR KITTENS—all! Larrabee, who is in France, were pleased
JOHN RAN LETT,
colors.
to receive letters from him last week.
lw3*
Rockland, Me.

HOME
TOWN
HELP5
SPEND YOUR MONEY ON HOME
Outlay Surely Worth While, Since It It
the Grandest Institution Conceived by Man.

IN AT THE FINISH

!

HOW THIS
NERVOUS WOMAN

To the long list of interesting letters
have given our readers trom boys

we

serving at the front, during the past year
more, we add another, telling of some
of the activities during the closing days
and hours of the great World War.
It is
from Private Lloyd E. Goodwin of Bator

GOTJ/ELL
Told by Herself. Her Sincerity Should Convince Others.

tery F, 135th Field Artillery, A. E. F.
Private Goodwin enlisted at Cleveland,
Ohio, May 28, 1917, and was in training
at. Camp Sheridan, Ala., until starling
for France. The letter tells of his trip
across

Christopher, 111.—“For four years I
suffered from irregularities, weakness,

and activities up to the close of

hostilities.

Life is short, yes, by comparison
Private Goodwin is a summer resident
with what lies beyond, hut since its
of Belfast and the son of Nellie Burgess
birth this small atom in a universe oi
worlds has been for millions, aye fot
Goodwin, a Belfast girl.
billions of men a workshop and a playThanksgiving Day, Nov. 28, 1918.
Courouvre, France
ground. They have bought and sold,
Dear Folks.—This certainly has been a
they have toiled and reaped, they have
line day for Thanksgiving Day, for it has
harnessed the lightning, conquered the
been quite cold and has rained steady all
air and established lanes of traffic
day. It started raining last Sunday afteracross the raging sea. They have even
We had
noon and hasn’t stopped since.
tunneled beneath wide rivers, hanging
a good dinner at 3.00 o’clock this aftersafe highways of steel for travel far
noon, of roast beef, gravy and mashed
under tie* pulsing tides’ ebb and flow.
potatoes, bread and butter, coffee, a half
of a big cucumber pickle, and a piece of
As the race has progressed from Its
peach cobbler. It was served in good
earliest beginnings more and more
quantities so we tgot plenty. We are to
firmly has a tilting idea of home be- have doughnuts and coffee at 8 o’clock
come fixed in men’s hearts. Time was
tonight. One thing ahout a soldier is
when a home meant a rude hut withthat he is always hungry, never gets
out windows and with a hole in the
enough and can eat at any time.
When peace was declared we were in a
roof for a chimney.
Now everyone
realizes that a home is the grandest position on a large plain^n the St. Millie]
north of St* Maurice, and we
Institution yet conceived by man, a sector, just
had to have breakfast at 4.30 in the mornpln< e not alone in which to sleep and ing, before it got light, because it the
eat but a very shrine of shrines, a
Huns had seen our rolling kitchen coming
sanctuary of loving hearts, a well- along in tlie day time we would have
I am
been out of luck for our breakfast.
of
spring
inspiration and peace.
A tender sentiment attaches to the ! at liberty now to tell you everything
that we have done and where we have
Image of the little thatched cottage
been, so here goes.
In the lane. But with the passing of
We sailed out of New York harbor on
the unsanitary thatched roof has come
the morning of June 28th, on the Cunard
the bigger, better idea of the home as
S. S. Hevovata (which has since been
a place for which no modern invention
sunk). There were quite a number of
other troop ships in our flotilla, and we
for comfort, even for luxury, is too
good. Plate-glass windows, yes, if we were convoyed by a bunch of sub-chasers, a couple of war ships, three or four
can afford them!
A garden with a
planes and a dirigible balloon, so you see
fountain around which birds shall
we were very well protected.
Our boat
and
beside
which
lovers
gather
young
was an old freighter, made over into a
shall dream—why not? If the dread troop ship to carry troops from Australia
of the proverbial rainy day Is past why
to France.
We were only with that connot lavish upon the home in unstinted
voy one night, for when we woke up the
next morning we were all alone in the
measure not only love but money—so
ocean
and not a ship in sight.
Some
that when we come to it at the close
said that our coal was poor and that we
of day it shall give back to us glow for
couldn’t keep up; others said that we had
heart throb, smile for smile, ease and had some accident with the
engines.
refreshment for every need of body
Anyway, the next tiling we knew' we
and of soui.
To build and worthily
were nearing
land and on the first of
equip the home is a sacred task, a duly we found ourselves in the harbor of
blessed privilege. As a man thinketh
Halifax, N. S., where we remained four
days. We couldn’t leave the ship, and on
in his heart of Ids home—so is he.—
the afternoon of the Fourth we pulled up
People's Home Journal.
anchor and with fourteen other boats and
a British cruiser, we started for France.
There
were
troop ships, freighters, a
AUSTRALIA AWAKE TO NEEDS
Canadian hospital ship, a couple of munition ships and our guardian, the cruiser,
Feople Beginning to Realize Necessity in our flotilla.
j
for Changed Conditions for the
j Our trip across was very uneventful
Dwellers in Cities.
until we were three days out from the
Irish coast. At the time seven destroyIn his presidential address to the i ers came out to meet us and made a circle
around our boats; but that morning, about
Australian town planning conference
held .in Brisbane Mr. J. D. Fitzgerald, j seven o’clock, we heard an explosion
I that made the whole ship tremble. We
minister for local government and
; surely thought that a "sub” had got us,
health and for town planning, New
I but it was a depth bomb lired by one of
South Wales, said: “We have assemthe destroyers.
Nearly a dozen were
bled to plan out the destinies of Aus- j (Topped within a half hour and we learntralian city dwellers. It is an unchal- 1 ed that two of "Heinies” submarines had
lengeable fact that our movement will said their last say.
After we had landed we learned that
change the destiny of the urban popone other "sub” had tried to dive under
ulations, that our propaganda will
one of the troop ships that carried par; of
make our civic conditions better, our
our brigade to get near the munition ship,
city plans nobler, our citizens happier which was in our very center, but the
and comfortable beyond the dreams of
"sub” either didn’t see the troop ship, or
didn't go deep enough, lor it rammed the I
that our town planners’ detoday
vlccs vili save millions to the nation
troop ship and was smashed to pieces,
making a large hole in the 136th Regt’s
which would otherwise lie poured out
boat, but by pumping all the time they
tn sheer and wicked economic waste—
wicked because preventable.
“We Australians are only at the beDisturbed
ginning of the great campaign which
comes from some form of
we must tight before we create ideal
conditions for our city dwellers,” continued the New South Wales minister.
the stomach and
“Our parliaments must hasten to the
the
a course of
aid of 'he pioneers. Already several
of the states have general town-planning hills prep:, red. Four years of
war have changed the face of
things

sleep usually

indigestion.

Strengthen

stimulate

liver with

regards housing as well ns everything else.
Britain has leaped forward 100 years ir methods, in
organizations. in planning in advance, In
and.
above all, in outlook.”
housing
as

to go through and. the
We dido t
the instructors.
get any chance to visit Bordeaux, but I
was there one day while at Leognan.
Wre left Camp de Souge on the 26th of
I September on our w-y to the front. Had
another long ride in box cars of four
days and three nights and arrived at
Mussey, which is near Barle Due and
Nancy. We hiked four miles to Neiville,
which is a typical French village. We
didn’t enjoy our stay here for the village
1 had
been shelled and was not much more
1 than a mass of ruins, as were all the
others around. Since that day I haven’t
ruins and I
j seen a village that wasn’t We
remained
have seen a lot of them.
there for a week, resting from our train
ride. The sound of the guns at the front
was very plain and at night the sky was
almost continuously full of flashes.
On Monday, Oet. 7th, we packed up
again and rode in trucks to Villters Dancourt, a distance of nearly 30 kilometers
(24 miles), where we loaded tfie guns and
We slept in
our supplies on to the train.
the train that night and it pulled out the
next morning.
We passeii through Barle-Duc and Toul, arriving at. Frouard
about 4.30 p. m. that night, Oct. 8th.
Frouard is only about six miles from
Nancy, which is only 20 kilometers (a
kilometer is about 4 5 of a mile) from
the front.
We hiked about live miles
that night to a camp in the hills, where
we could not be observed by enemy aeroplanes. On the top of two hills which
surrounded us there were a dozen powerful searchlights, and when an enemy
plane came over, the sk> was just a net
work of ribbons of light and the anti-air
craft batteries would open up. There
were some large steel mills at Frouard
and the Huns sent over a lot of bombing
planes, but they couldn’t do much damage, for there were so many anti air-craft

school
French

ieecbanfs

Pl11s

Largest Sale of Any Medicine in the World.
Sold everywhere. In Boxes. 10c., 25c.

lie*

»uuancon,

anu

in a run down
Two of
our best doctors
do
me any
failed to
was

condition.

I heard so
much about what
Lydia E. Pinkham ’s
Vege table Compound had done for
others, I tried it
and was cured. I

good.

longer nerregular,

am no
vous, am

and in excellent
health. I behyve the Compound will
cure any female trouble. ”—Mrs. Alice
I

Heller, Christopher, 111.

Nervousness is often a symptom of

weakness or some functional derangement, which may be overcome by this
famous root and herb remedy, Lydia
E. I’inkham’s

thousands of

Vegetable Compound,
women

as

have found by

experience.
If complications exist, write Lydia E.
Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass., for
suggestions in regard to your ailment.
The result of its long experience n

from

Augusta.

were

batteries around.
We slept in the mud that night, what
little sleep we got, and the next morning
at mess time the captain called for me
and I had to make up my pack again and

at your service.

Letter

course

got her to a dry dock.
he and I started for a forward observaOn the morning of July 15th we sight- tion
post. Nearly all the officers in the
ed land and it was a mighty welco e
regiment went and took one or two from
sight. We sailed up the Mersey river to their details and for some reason I was
Liverpool and anchored in the middle of the lucky one in our battery, so was the
the stream to wait until the tide came in. first
to be under shell lire and to see the
At about 3 o’clock that afternoon we were front.
1 was under fire a whole week
docked and went ashore.
before the battery was.
We left the
Liverpool certainly has a wonderful camp in the hills by truck and rode to
the
docking system,
largest in the world Loisy, which was to be regimental headthey say, and it is all made out of con- quarters, and the detail stayed until
crete.
Nearly all the docks I saw from nearly two o’clock. The officers went
the boats were dry docks. There were a back to
(heir oullits at noon and from
lot of young kids around the wharves and then on
we were on detached service,
they got all of our American pennies. We I which is the most interesting kind for, as
marched for four miles in the rain to a !
they say, “you are on your own” and if
camp just outside of the city, called ! you are
careless, you are liable to be
1
^‘Knotty Ash” where we spent the night pushing up the daisies very soon.
in tents. The next afternoon we board(Continued in issue of Jan. 23rd)
ed one of those funny English trains 3rd
class coaches, and after a ride of nearly
ten hours we arrived at Camp Winhall
F. B. WOODMAN.
Downs, Winchester, England'. We were
quartered in barracks and, except that it
A telegram was received in Auburn
rained all the time, we were very com- Jan. 8tli, announcing the death of Fredfortable, as there were a lot of canteens erick B. Woodman, in Woodland, Caliwhere we could buy candy, chocolate and fornia.
Mr. Woodman was born in the
cookies.
town of Searsmont and was the son of
on me morning oi me ltsth ui
July we : Alexander and Caroline Woodman of t hat
again packed up and took a train for i place. lie went to California some 40
Southhampton, arriving there at 10.00 A. ! years ago and since then has for the most
M- No boats were allowed to cross tlie j part resided in Woodland. He was
hotel
channel during the daytime, so we. hung man and prominent in fraternal and social
around the wharf all day, talking to Eng- j circles.
lish soldiers just back from three years j
Mr. W oodman leaves three brothers and
in Mesopotamia.
There were a lot of one sister: Mrs. L. C. Bateman of Auburn,
Australians waiting totake the same boat ! Charles Y. Woodman of Hampden Highwe
were to sail on.
Our battery was \ land, Freeman F. and Oliver 1). Wood
divided, part going over on an old cattle | man of Nevada City, California.
boat <1 was one) and part on the Piince i
Mr. W7oodman was a man of fine ability
George, a boat that you have seen a lot and very genial in his temperament. He
of times, as she used to run between Bos- ] made friends easily and was very popular
ton and Halifax, and 1 was surely sur- as a business man and citizen.
In his
native town he will be kindly rememberl rised to see her in the English channel.
We sailed that night at dark and cocked ed as a whole-souled, lovable v£*id generat Havre, France, the next morning, July ous boy, and by bis relatives and Calilyth, at. seven o’clock. Part of the bat- lornia friends he will be sincerely mourn:
tery went to camp, just outside of the ed. Mr. Woodman was about 58 years of
city7 on the top of a hill, but 1 was with age, and the greater part, of his life has
the pait that helped to unload the boat, a been passed in California and in the little
job 1 hat took us all day, so that w7e got to city where ^ died.
The
camp at about six o’clork, P. M.
next day we left lor the south, and this
time we rode in French troop trains
(freight box cars.)
start
On the 22nd of July we reached Villenave and hiked nearly eight miles to a
place railed Leognan, which is about
eight miles south of Bordeaux. For nine
days we remained there, with our quaror
ters at an old chateau called "L’Hermituge,” resting. Then on the morning of
sneeze,
July 31st, at five o’clock, we left for de
Souge, which is about eighteen miles j
w'est of Bordeaux.
We hiked all day, a ]
distance of twenty-five miles, getting!
into camp at about six o’clock that night.
I think we rested for about three and a
half hours during the heat of the day,
but it was an awful hike, as we were "full
pack.” Camp de Souge is a big artillery
Standard cold remedy for 20 years—in tablet
school of fire and three brigades of artilform—safe, sure, no opiates—breaks up a cold
in 24 hoursrelieves grip in 3 days.
lery (light) can tire at the same time, as
Money
back if it fails. The genuine box has a Red
top
there is a big range. We had a regular
with Mr. Hill’s picture.
At All Drug Stores.

[Correspondence of The Journal.]
The day and evening preceding the organization of the L gislature is interest-

ing to an old timer especially if he, in
^iny degree, is a student of human nature
and the curious ways in which it manifests itself. The elect and the anxious
arrive in the early forenoon and congreThe anxious rush
gate in the hotels.
from place to place seeking support for
some

Don't trifle with it.
At the first shiver
take

CASCARA j* QUININE

or

for some pet

measure

The Kind. You Have Always Bought has borne the ,,
ture of Clias. II. Fletcher, and has been ma <•
"*
personal supervision for over 30 years. Allow no
to deceive you in this.
Counterfeits, Iniiiaiions
“
Just-as-good” are but Experiments, and cuihm-.
health of Children—Experience agaiust Experiment. *

uini,.^

members of former legislatures, sit
in groups review inn former pleasant assooiations and these are the only joyous
were

people

one
sees.
Here and there
found veterans of political wars of
years ago but their laurel wreaths
now
are

are

The Kind You Have

20

jostled

who here
John

F.

each

other

in

the

10 years ago.
The genial i
1
Sprague, editor of Sprague’s
even

and the writer, were the only
representatives present of the political
vintage of 30 years ago.
The members of the present legislature, Democrats and Republicans alike,
are substantial looking men who appear
competent to serve the State wisely.
There

are

among

j

prominence,

but

;

inauguration of Governor Milliken was
without ostentation and his address was
clear and businesslike. There are
many
i matters to be
considered and settled,
among the most important may be men-

Careful consideration of these
;
enactments concerning these is
ed by every good citizen. The

j

,

;
1

;

j
i

few weeks with Bert Mitchell.

County Attorney Blanchard of Bangor
in town on business recently.

John Magee of Dexter visited his wife
and parents in this place recently.

!
;

Have Patience in Judgment.
Endeavor to he patient in bearing
with the defects and Infirmities of others, of what sort soever they he; for
that thyself also hast many failings,
which must be borne with by others.
If thou const not make such an one
as thou wouldst, how canst thou expect to have another in all things to

thy liking?—Thomas

a

Kempls.

Adding to Wealth and Happiness.
Public parks are democracy’s playgrounds. The comforting beauties of
such places are free to all.
Public
parks are business assets.
They
strengthen civic prida among actual
citizens. They convert prospective citizens

|j
J

fore the present legislature is difficult
Bells.
and the public expects much. The people !
of this State are studying their questions
SMALLEY-CYR. A home wedding of
and are forming opinions for themselves, j| much interest was that of Frank Howard
:
The time is at hand when they will not Smalley, son of the late Albert G. Smalley
and Mrs. Elizabeth Smalley, to Miss Beafollow leaders who are not headed in the i trice
Cyr, at the home of the groom’s
! mother, 281 Washington avenue, New
right direction.
Year’s morning at 10 o’clock. The cere! mony, with the double ring service, was
THORNDIKE.
•
performed by Rev. R. Perry Bush, D. D.
The best man was Wendell Irving of
Mrs. Lou Ward Murch called on Mrs. Ii Winchester, the maid of honor, Miss
Marion Bean of Malden. There were no
N. A. Berry recently.
i guests. The bride wore a plum colored
The Red Cross has some sewing to do. 1 traveling suit with chiffon waist to match
|
Anyone who will lend a hand please call I: and a taupe hat. The bridal party had a
wedding breakfast at Hotel Touraine,
at Eli Cornforth’s.
Boston, after which the couple left on a
Mr. and Mrs. E. T. Bessey called on ten days’ trip that will include New York,
Mr. Bessey’s father, Mr. Charles Bessey, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, I).
C., and then go to Charleston, West Virwho is in very poor health.
ginia, where they will make their home
Maurice Hggins is hauling logs to Mr. at Holly Hotel for the present.
Mr. and
Thurston’s mill, having sold the lumber Mrs. Smalley received many gifts, among
which were a beautiful clock from the
to Dr. H. L. Trueworthy of Unity, who is
business associates of the bride, and
going to build a new office in the spring. checks for substantial sums from George
The friends of Jimmie Tweedie was A. Patten and Mrs. Smalley. Mr Smalley
: is manager of a big glass firm at Charlesglad to welcome him home after being i!
ton, West Virginia, and vice president of
somewhere in France since last Septem- the Eureka Jar
Co.—Chelsea, Muss Gaher.
He was in camp only three weeks zette, Jan. 4th.
when he was ordered across.
He was
Lieut. Herbert R. Mujlen of the Naval
badly gassed and suffered severely from Training Station, Rockland, in response
shell shock and is receiving treatment in to a call for help Jan. 6111 sent to Jonesa
hospital in New York. He returned port T R 39, one of the mine sweepers
attached to the Station, to assist in the
Jan. 4th from a few Cays’ furlough at
rescue of the three-masted schooner Fred
home.
B. Balano, which went ashore a mile
west of Coast Guard Station No. 4. When
; the trawler arrived there she found that
Maine Publishers Fleet Officers.
the schooner, which was loaded with
The Maine phosphate, had slid off at high water
Augusta, Me., Jan. 8.
Daily Newspaper Publishers’ Association and tilled. The schooner will be a total
held its annual meeting today at the Au- loss. The Balano is of 263 gross tons,
gusta House and elected the following was built in St. George in 1890 and is at
officers: F. B. Nichols, Bath Times of present owned in Eastport.
Bath, president; C. F. Flynt, Kennebec
Journal of Augusta, vice-president; William H. Dow, Express-Advertiser of Port- ;
FOR FLETCHER $
land, secretary, and W'alter B. Reed,
Bangor News of Bangor, treasurer.
—

Wedding

|

Children

Cry

CASTOR! A

Belt
John Gibson of

of

represents: n
said John !•
of Si nier.-o t
A I). 1 pQy;
gether ns husband an.i vc
said v_ounty of
Somerset, a'
County of Oxford; that

married

to

County
Septs raber.
our

■

"to;

h

-->am John

■,
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coolinned h il>ils ..f

USP

of

intoxicating liqi,,

Ttiat his reside! ce is ui.l
lailt and cannot he ohlar
cp; that there is
hh llant ai d the s
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your libellant believes
r,
Cpi

er,

conducive

to

domes:

c

tent with the
peace an
that the bonds of niatr: o
her Buiil husband shouldio

Wherefore

lib !

your

divorce may may be deer.
MAKfcX 1.
Subscribed and

day

of

sworn t

December,

A
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I

state OF V
Waldo

[l.

ss.

s.

Supreme J
In V-.

Belfast.

Upon the annexed Id
the undersigned a Jus
notice be given to the Id,,
attested copy of tl
1

hereof, together

«

three weeks successive,\

Journal,

a

newspaper

the County of Wad',
be thirty days at U-m
said Court, to be ho.'dei. fr
for said
on !i
next, that he may tr.•
said Court and answer u

County;

WARRENt
Justice M/pr

A true copy of this iih.

thereon.

Attest,

GEO. F

Probate
ADMINISTRAT'

Is
R’s

,\

scriber

hereby gives not:
duly appointed administrat
MARTHA A. SMALL.
in the
bonds

County

Wald*
directs
demands ugainst the estat.
are desired to
present the
an all indebted thereto m
as

of
the law

■

I payment

immediately.
HEN!

Ihorndike, Me., Dec. 10,

O*

ADMINISTRATOR'S N
hereby gives noth
duly appointed administrate
seriber

JOHN A. DODCE, lan
the County of W aldo, tstc<
bonds as the law directs.
A,
demands against the eaten
are desired to present the sail
and all indebted thereto are n

in

The Republican Journal

payment immediately.
HI R A V
Belfast, Me., Aug. 13; 191s

ST A I E OF M.v

MARES THIS ANNOUNCEMENT TO ALL
WHO USE IT FOR ADVERTISING
THAT IT GOES INTO THE

into actual ones.—Dallas Times-

Herald,
Makes No Progress.
“De man dat don’t trust nobody,”
said Uncle Eben, “Is like a man who
won’t git on board de cars foh fear de
engine will blow up. He don’t git noWheres.”

wife

MJtc'fuliy

«

of city and
country, cellar and garret, wharf and
shop, markets and roads, of the air
ye breathe, of the milk and water we
and the food we ent, all the
and regulations of preventive
medicines will not save us. For health,
like morality. Is more than an Individual matter; it is a community affair.

T V

j

wv,

drink,

C

The grip is making the rounds in this always conducted herself >
as a
faithful, true and a!]'
at neailv every house. I
I on or about the first day
\
k
id John p
Gibson up,
!| Bert Parsons lost his house by lire Sun- libellant, and said utti;
I
tinued for three cougecu
health, day morning, Jan. 5th. It was partly cov- to
the tiling ,,f tl is libel
|
last but ered by insurance.
Second:—Said
John F
I
Frederick Hall is spending his vacation ficient
ability and I c ing B,
Mr.
vide for ter,
and wise 1 with his mother, Mrs. Percy Weed.
grossly, vc
Hall has been acting as mail clerk berefused and negltcUd in
demand- j|
!
tween Belfast and Burnham.
neglects to provide sun
task b
her.

Wage War on Dirt.
Dirt is sin, and it takes a bacteriologist to tell the difference between
clean dirt and dirty dirt.
So we cun
Afford to take no chances. Unless we
cultivate cleanliness of mind and

serums

VOWK

vicinity, visiting

j

j

30 Years,

STATE Of’

was

roads, care of soldier’s
the school question in conI nection with the
proposed national Smith
law, so-called, State ownerships of waterpowers, taxation, agriculture,
workmen's compensation, and,
not least, appropriations.

NEW

COMPANY

COUNTY OK YVAl l
Mrs. Duncan Jones is visiting relatives
To the Honorable Just
in Bangor.
|
Judicial Court, next t,
Walter Betsey fell from a scalfold re- I
fast, within and for
cently, cutting his face badly.
!
seventh day of
January
Frank Hoyt of Waterville is spendin g
Mabel L. Gibson of
a

;

tioned are eood

CENTAUR

UNITY.

there is good material in the membership j
and the Senate and House are to be ably I
officered under the leadership of Mr. Hig- JI

dependents,

Use For Over
THE

i gins, President of the former body and Mr,
Farrington, Speaker of the latter. The

j

In

them less than the usual

number of State wide

|

Bougty
r

Journal,

I

Always

are

but wisps of herbage. New faces
everywhere and few were present

crowds of

j

Influenza and kindred
diseases
withacold.

little office

and the dignified eleot wait to be interviewed with resignation.
Cronies, who

COUNTY OF WALDO, SS.
Decerr
Taken on execution, wh«
F'orbes of Brooks, in the (\
State of Maine, as plaint 1
Young of Brooks aforesaid,
■

will be sold at

public

aucti

day of February, 1919. at
forenoon, at the office of A
Belfast, in said County, all n
which the
Robena P< You'
W. Young of Brooks, in the
has to redeem the followin
gaged real estate, situated
County, to wit: A certain 1
in Jackson, in said County "f
with the buildings thereon, b>
4 on the plan of said J •cksou
lows, to wit: Beginning at a
i at the northeast corner o
N 88 deg. fc] 49 rods to a st
rhence S. 2 deg. W. 37 rodstake and stones; thence N
formerly of Herbert Cole,
by east, line of lot 4 ti> S W
formerly of Herbert Cole; i'
W. to west line of lot 4; tin
said lot 4 to first mentioned
ing thirt -five acres, more or
Said real estate is su' j Jt‘t
given by said Robena W. Y
Lane of Brooks, recorded
! Registry of Deeds, Book 304.
Dated at Jackson, the twen

sayi

.,

>

1

W e have added
and

a

large number of

we are

going

new

subscribers during the past year,

to add more to

our

list this year.

December, 1918
FRANK A. <T

E. H.

We Solicit Your

Patronage

BOYI.VH"'

Eye Sight SpeeD11'1
OF THE

B0YINGT0N OPHCAL
44 South

Main Street

Winter port. Maine
OFFICE DAYS—MONDAYS anrl
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WHERE DISABLED YANKEES ARE RECUPERATING

^

TO SOLVE CIVIC

PROBLEMS

Hold of the
Illinois Towns Are Taking
Movement With Much

Community

Enthusiasm.
Illinois

inaugurating

is

the

com-

munity movement with enthusiasm,
and many cities, townships and neighborhoods are adopting the idea.
It.

Prof.

E.

Hieronymus,

commu-

of Ilnity director of the University
linois, in reviewing the progress of
the movement, said:
“Community improvement and the
development of the community spirit
are problems to many municipal govThe answer
ernments of America.
can come only from the community itself and not from outsiders.
“How many churches a town of 400
of long-drawnmay have; the ending
out school fights, and making communities attractive enough for young people to remain, are samples of the work
that confronts all municipalities from
the smallest to the largest.
“There are many ramifications of
For inthe community movement.
stance, one town has launched a community center which gives the people

swimming
other

among

t

IVi-st nadeii hoiol, West linden, Iml., which lias lion taken over by the United States govern*
•dal of $150,000 to be used for the treatment of disabled soldiers. Thousands of wounded fight*
k to health at this hotel, famous for its mineral springs and baths.

Hauled Munitions to the
Front Line Trenches

STARTS
WITH YOUR KIDNEYS
1 age begins with
.i gestive organs.
to believe
eie'-ys and diin proper
a.ii
be deferred
ond that enperso n.

their milk and make cheese.
In the room we live in there are
Signs of worms are: Deranged stom- us. We use tallow candles for lights.
ach, swollen upper lip, sour stomach, There is a fireplace in it. and only one
offensive breath, hard and fuil belly with window. The houses are all made of
cccasional gripings and pains about the brick or stone. They look so queer.
BELFAST BY
navel, pale face of leaden tint, eyes Well, mother, this is a good thing for all
heavy and dull, twitching eyelids, itching of us boys. We have got a chance to see
of the nose, itching of the rectum, short some of the world, and learn some of tile
J dry cough, grinding of the teeth, little ways the people live, in different counI red points sticking out on the tongue,
tries. 1 don’t think we will ever do much
starting during sleep, slow fever.
lighting, so don't worry a hit. about ine.
.ent has all the
Mrs. H. N. Roberts, 502 Asylum street, I know that you have been worrying
Flint, Mich., used Dr. True’s Elixir for right along. We are a long way from
the time.
| her little baby girl when she was sick. the front and may never go any farther.
* Mrs.
Roberts wrote to Dr. True: “My The old U. S. will look pretty goad to us
i little girl is cured of her worms.” And boys when we come home, and l don’t
!1) SEND.
; in a later letter wrote, “Baby is fine and think that will be long.
Most of the
I think it was your medicine <Dr. True’s j people wear wooden shoes here.
It is
I
i
Elixir*
her.”
If
that helped
your baby is j pretty hard for us to talk with them, but
ich Frocks.
ill
True’s
start
Dr.
Elixir
at
once.
!
we are learning to speak some French.
giving
No They are very nice people; will give you
Write us freely about the case.
Summer Furs and !
for
Dr.
charge
correspondence.
Buy
anything they have got. Will close now
j
Silhouette.
True’s Elixir at your drug store at once. with lots of love from
Your son,
! Dr. J. E. True & Co., Auburn, Maine.
Walter
f The Journal)
Somewhere in France
One trend
1919.
When so fabric as well as in color.
Dear Sister: Well I have got where I
ten lived most
of that is notable is the extensive use of a have been wanting to get. for the last
I am at the front and like it all
bib yoke more or less transparent year.
rms, or in inforrn- sort of
right. I am hauling ammunition to the
thin
sleeve.
match
the
This
to
is
usuallention was given
Our base is about ten miles back,
guns.
he Armistice and ly quite plain with a picot finish at the out I go up about every night with a
neck, or perhaps a narrow binding of load. I haven’t been n bed for three
iere is a rebound
if this is in the combination
Taf- days and nights, but have got a few days
•-ss and
pleasure, satin,
to rest now.
I hope the war will be done
fetas are coming to the fore again, and \
e sees frocks and
soon; by the time you get this letter I
>*t festivities. The are shown in especially fetching types in
think the fight ng will be all done. I
'hern resorts is black, but as a rule color is introduced in didn’t want to let you folks at home
know I was at the front, but it is so near
1 presages what ! these somber frocks just as it is in the j
done now that I don’t think you need
of
biack
hats.
majority
next season, or in
1 am sending one of my
worry at all.
Evening Dresses.
r special oceapictures. It is not very good but you
Black evening dresses of pailleted or can see what the uniform looks like over
ns west and prethere.
Well we have just got some good
j jetted lace, need little in the way of color news. I can’t tell you
what it is, but if
to lighten them.
The use of transparent
e
1 ints.
it is so we will be home by the first of the
trains of transparent fabrics is increas- New Year. The war can’t last more than
ate pinks, blues,
ingly observed, but as a rule these tulle a month longer any way, where old Geror
orchids, are or lace “trains” are carried over the left many is all alone.
daintiest possible ^
Your brother,
Walter
: arm.
They gre only dropped where they
Herts and edgings.
are not apt to be defaced or torn, and ere
is narrow at the
; really prettier held up as an additional
nd
collarless
re,
drapery. Quite a number of women have
he neck. Sleeves ^
these scarf like trains arranged so that
from none at all
they can be detached at will.

id 15c.

CARLE

b

pc

J

SPANISH

e

j

everything that sparkles and glitters
in the way of fabric or trimming is just
now

in the lead in fashionable

brocaded silas and

favor,

and

embroidered fabrics

especially modish if they arefwoven
| with tinsel threads in very striking deI signs.
are

Wraps

and Summer Furs

Wraps for evening wear are especially
gorgeous in these striking fabrics, and
are luxuriously collared
and often lined

1

with fur.
It is predicted that white foxes will be
the distinctive fur next summer, but for
'• the present little of it is seen here. Prob-

ably the small coatees of fur that have
made such a hit, will be worn late in the

! spring

j

when

an

all fur coat is too

warm

for comfort.

Many of them can be con! verted into loose capes by loosening the
at either side.
All furs have taken the customary fall
in prices at Shaynes this month, so that
with money to invesOone can find lovely
pieces, or coats, at greatly lessened cost
just at the time when the coldest weather of the winter is due.

snap

Necklaces.

:

i

Call Design

1

frocks, to long close
ftJP styles that follow
’-iie arm to well above
fei,

1

\

k:;n

lW

httle fullness above

Si

're are

*its

itunono cuts, and every
l#e'” flow in tulles and
ne

demure, Quaker-

style predominates,

'"d

U J'*

k

is that the sleeve
with the lines of the
°uf the best points of

k,.
!*
h

man'(habriC8
the

bive s,

<J

and Others,

ra°re

^oit

or

meanB

chif-

invari-

*r> S[I>art
models are made

Watching the

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children

pretentious

SR°rgette
KiT-1 ,,yof any

;

Now that it is modish to dispense with
white neck dressings, necklaces have assumed an increased vogue,
They give the needed color relief and
soften the rather trying dark outlines, in
^way that makes for style and tecomingness. Beads of all sorts are liked,
especially in the three-quarter-length
graduated string, and white coral that
shows juBt a touch of pink is especially
liked for day wear. Very brilliant colorings in" blue, green, amber and flame
are worn as well as melanges of color
that match those used for bead bags.
Jet and pearl are, as alwas, in the runVerona Clarke.
ning.

dress in

In Use For Over 30 Years
Always bears

y?

INFLUENZA

The U. S. Public Health Service
“The disease is spread by the
breath and secretions of the body,
especially of the nose and throat.
They recommend that the Nasal
passages be coated with a weak solution of Menthol in liquid petroleum
as a protective
As Mintol Vapocreajm is a Menthol Cream, which
also contains the Oil of Eucalyptus
which proved so effective during the
London Epidemic in 1891, and other
oils which heal the inflamed mucous
membrane and act as an antiseptic.
Gt> to your Druggist at once and get
a jar of Mintol and protect the whole
family by simply applying Mintol in
the nostrils three or four times a
day. It is positively the best preventive for Coughs, Colds, Catarrh,
Head Colds, Grip, Spanish Influenza
and to prevent Pneumonia.
says:

Special Notice —Physicians all over
the country are daily prescribing for
the Spanish Influenza the ingredients used in Mintol Vapocream and
they are the remedies that have
proven most effective in stamping
out this dreaded disease in this country, England and Spain, where the
Epidemic originated. It is the best
antiseptic for sterilizing the nose
and throat of children and grown
Get a jar of Mintol at once.
ups.
It is as necessary for your protection
as insurance on your home.
He
(From the St.

Woodgo.

Albans, Vt., Messenger.)

He would go over the oshun,
He would go over t{ie sea,
Blow, blow, ye wynds uv the oshun
An’ bring back my Woodro to me.
Woodro, he woodgo,
He woodgo over the sea.
Last nite as i lay on my pillo,
Last nite as i lay on my bed,
My hart it was out on the oshun,
I dremp that my Woodro hed fled!
Woodro, he woodgo,
An’ he didgo es he sed.
O what did I hev for my supper?
O what did i hev for my tea?
That i should be dreeming that Woodro
He woodgo over the sea.
Woodro, he woodgo,
He didgo over the seal

Asa Q. Cumber.

1

—

cold

at

this winter.

snaps

A Perfection Oil Heater gives just the

Later, if the furnace

runs low, it will
give the
additional heat you need—smokeless, odorless and inexpensive.
A Perfection Oil Heater burns full blast 8
hours on one gallon of So-CO-.'VY OIL.
Easily carried from room to room, wherever
needed.
Sold by hardware and general stores

STANDARD OIL COMPANY

phases.”

OF NEW YORK

SHOULD KEEP UP GOOD WORK
Eastern Official Points Out Advisability of Extension of the War Garden Movement.

"Any smrffhary of the accomplishmonts of the United States during the
past year must include the war gardens, for I feel that what is true here
in
is
Massachusetts
equally true
throughout the United States,” said
Reginald W. Rird. chairman of the war
; garden committee of the Massachusetts
ten of
committee on public safety, to a rep-

What the 1 rouble Is.

_

Perfection Oil Heater today
biting Jack Frost this iall-and

a

right warmth for these chilly mornings
and evenings.

may be adopted by neighboring places.
There is a vast field for the community
work and all progressive cities will
take up the movement in one or more

■

i

laugh

failure of all
tell of the su'cess
projects along such lines.
“Methods of other cities will be investigated and ideas secured which

daughter
Following are extracts from letters received by his mother and sister:
Somewhere in France
Dear Mother: We are in a little village
living in the houses, or what '.lie army
calls billets.
It is a line place.
It isn’t
much like the old U. S. A., hut we are
We get all the
getting used to it now
light, beer ami wine we want. Water is
the hardest thing to get to drink in this !
If All Mothers Only Knew! country.
They hitch their cows up here just, like
Thousands of Children Suffer from Woims oxen and drive them and at night milk
them, so they are pretty useful animals. i
and Their Mothers Do Not Know
They have a few goats that they use i

M1S3 '■ A!
-ei
relieving the
-.lily due to a
a
sindard oldano intro!. (!.i
rlem Oil i
les-! e ju 1
each.
with a small
..-■Id)

i

Waldo county boys in
Wagoner Walter C Gordon,
of
formerly
Thorndike, now in France
with Battery D, 303d, H. F, A
He is
the youngest son of Mrs. Leroy Staples
of East Belfast, and was one of the first
drafted men to leave Belfast for Camp
Devens, Sept. 19, 1917, sailing for Over
seas in July, 1918
Young Gordon is but
24 years old, is married and has a young

Buy

muzzle

or

France is

swallow of water.
The oil stimulates
the
kidney action and enables the
organs to throw off the poisons which
cause premature old age.
New life and
strength increase as you continue the
treatment.
When completely restored
continue taking a capsule or two each
day. GOI>D MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules will keep you in health nml vigor
and prevent a return of the disease.
T>o not wait until old age or discos
hav© settled down for good Go to
D
isf
and
get a tu>x of \< \AJ
:•!
Haarlem Oil CV-.dries.
Money
fun led ;f they do v
Three
-hit remem In-t
for the
otirinn! imported <;; Ll> i:D>\I brand.
Ill so; '• 1 ’packages.

>

1

Among

the

at Cold

Laugh

pool and gymnasium,
attractions. Another is
planning a $150,000 community building. A new form of community activity will commence shortly in four cities, when ten persons from each city
will unite in making ‘intercommunity
visitations’ to each other city.
“A meeting .will be called and the
visitors will explain how their city
handles health, ecreation, amusement,
and other community subjects, and
a

resent;!

five of Christian Science Mon-

PERFECTION
OIL HEATERS A
Correct
BiLFAST

AND

BUR Ufa AM

Trianqle Trade Marti.

Weight

Removal

Highest Prices

BRANCH

I

at present

am

I itor.

prices possible for

would be difficult,” said Mr.
On and after Sept. 29, 1918, trains conRird, “to measure the success of necting at Burnham and Waterville with
these little plots which have floor- through trains for and from Bangor, Waished so profusely and produced so ( cerville, Portland and Boston, will run
lavishly in millions of back yards, ; daily, except Sunday, as follows:
front lawns, city parks and even rubFROM BELFAST
^ bish
We Cannot even make n
heaps.
a.m.
I comparison with last year except in
p.m.
6.45
1.10
Belfast, depart,
a general way, for in 1917 every one
f6.50
tl.15
was urged
to plant something, some- Citypoint,
t7.01
Waldo,
f 1.26
where, while this year there was
7.14
1.42
Brooks,
more co-ordination and system In the
Knox,
t7.29
tl.57
!
work.
do
know
that
thou- Thorndike,
We
7.36
2 10
sands of small gardens produced a suf- Unity,
7.45
2.20
ficient amount of vegetables both for
Winnecook,
47.57
f2.32
8.05
2.40
quick consumption and for storage to Burnham, arrive,
12.40
5.40
Bangor,
reduce greatly the demand for food8.29
stuffs from outside the state, besides Clinton,
c8.39
Fairfield,
cutting down the desire for meat. Just Waterville,
8.45
3.20
car
transiu
what is ihe saving
freight
11.45
5.55
Portland,
portation can only he estimated, hut Boston, p. m.,
3.30
9.25
It certainly was considerable.
TO
BELFAST
“Yet, while the war garden this year
lias been an acknowledged success, we
a.m.
a.m.
are quite sure that we can go much
2.45
9.00
Boston,
farther next year, in fact, I believe
p.m.
7.15
12.40
Portland,
that we have only begun In this work
a.m.
of making Massachusetts and New
6.50
10.'40
3.40
Waterville,
England self-sustaining so fur as prod6.40
Bangor,
2.24
uce Is concerned.”
6.57
10.48
Fairfield,
t3.47
7.09
10.58
3.58
Clinton,
To Make Ohio “Ejreproof.”
8.35
11.15
4.15
Burnham, leave,
“Ohio Is going into n war winter as Winnecook,
48.45
til.25
t4.25
8.55
12.00
4.37
Unity,
near tire and disease proof as human
9.05
12.30
4.45
Thorndike,
agency can devise,” said State Fire
t^.14 tl2.45 t4.52 !
"Thou- Knox,
Marshal T. Alfred Fleming.
9.34
5.10
Brooks,
1.42
sands of letters were sent out from the Waldo,
t9.46
tl.56
45.12!
office calling attention to November 2 Citypoint.
t9.58
42.15
45.25 j
as Fire Accident Prevention day. “Re10.05
2.25
5.35
Belfast, ariive,
station.
1Flag
the
office
swamped
sponses fairly
to
leave
cStops
passengers.
force. From schools, business organFare from Belfast to Boston, $7.61.
izations, municipal authorities, minisM. L. Harris, Gen’l Pass. Agt.
terial associations and wholesale and D. C.
Douglass,
retnil associations of all kinds came
General Manager, Portland, Maine,
literature.
fire
prevention
requests for
November
“On the Sunday prior to
2 sermons on fire and accident prevention were preached in every mu-

rubbers,

“It

paying tlie highest
iron, metals,

rite OLD

scrap

rags, and all waste materials.
Rubbers, 6c.; rags, 2c.; bags, 5c.
For correct weight and prompt attention
call
SAM FREEDMAN,
16 Cross St Belfast, Me.
Tel. 229-4

The

$1.90

at

cord while they last.
mons' farm, Belfast.

Miin 'Street, next We >’> ;r S

j

Peculiar Marriage Ceremony.
“The most curious marriage I ever
heard of occurred while I was traveling in Russia,” said George Selden of
San Francisco. “The bride, by withalmost
herself
entirely
from the world, obtained a considerable reputation for sanctity. She was
married to a man who had lived the
Ufe of a recluse for many years. The
couple had never seen each other be-

drawing

fore the ceremony and they appeared
blindfolded before the priest who married them. After the ceremony they
separated, and I don’t know whether

they

ever

met again.”

Parafin Oil.
This is the oily product which is
given off in large quantity in the destructive distillation of bituminous
shale. It includes kerosene and some

lubricating oils.

|
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~
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IF YOU

Meat

Scrap

Portland Cracked Bone

Portland Bone Meal
Portland Bone and Meat Meal
Feed ’em

!

can
n

GE05GE f. K'.NT, EHUG31ST.

HILLS.

TRUCKING

The Eggs Pay For It"
Increase
are

your share of profits, for fresh eggs
worth REAL money these dayj,

JJemand Portland Brand
of Your Dealer
Portland Rendering Co., Portland, Maine

Wisdom

Whispers

LADIES’

Home Journal

“A Doctor’s Prescription,'Famous for

More than 100 Years”

JOHNSON’S'
Anodyne LINIMENT
(Internal as well as External use)
This wonderful old family medicine
quickly conquers Coughs, Colds,
Grippe, Sore Throat, Cramps, Chills,
Sprains, Strains, and many other
aornmon ills. Soothes, heals, and

Stops Suffering

PATTERNS
AT

Fred D. Jones’
BOYS WANTED
To sell Vanilla Flavoring, after school
hours and Saturdays. For $1.0(1 we will
send you 8 bottles that retail for 25c. each.
Send postcard for free sample bottle. Address
WARE FIELD EXTRACT CO.,
8wl
Sanbornville, N. H

am

prepared

to do

EurnTure and

piano

Leave

at

all kinds of tr lcking,

moving a spiCialty.
stable, corner of
Main and Cross streets, anl they will re
Automatic Bookkeeping Machino, j
| ceive prompt attention.
Telephone connection.
W. W. BLAZO,
PORTLAND, BANGOR AND AVGUSTA is the
As offered to-dav should include instruction in
tne Commercial Branches, Shorthand
and
Typewriting and the Burrough's

V

orders

the

*'SHAW BUSINESS COLLEGE

only school in New

England which offers such
also taught. Free cataF. L. SHAW. President.

I

Telegraphy

a course.

Male Help

£20

Villi

WiOUi, 3ilfilt

CHICHESTER S PILLS

Wanted.

SEAMEN
DrugeM. Ask forCiU-rilFS-TF.K’S
1)IAM».M> liKVMt PILLS, far 25
Best, Safest. Always Bella:

Chance for Advancement—FREE.

years known as

U. S. Shipping Board free navigation school
at Rockland trains seamen for officers’ berths
in new Merchant Marine. Short cut to the
bridge. Two years' sea exoerience required.
Native or naturalized citizens only. Courte
six weeks. Apply at school. Federal Building,
Rockland.
t f 14

iOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

WANTED
OECOnD 4 \ND GOODS of every descrip^ tion. Furniture, bedding, carpets, stoves,
I etc. Antique furniture a specialty. If you
I have anything to.sell drop me a postcard and
| you will receive a prompt call.
WALTEK H .COOMBS.
C>roar W ishington and Bridge Streets,
Tel. 253 5
Belfast, Maine.

SEE!
Best

Clubbing Offer

fEvery Woman

WE HAVE EVER OFFERED

Vv

tintis't

The f hrice-a-Week Edition
OF THE

New York World in 1919
Practically

a

of
No Other
Gives

liberally

Stars

the

per carefully filed by

I

em

Portland

i is

former firm’s prescriptions
tbe new proprietor and
be refilled at any time.
Everything
dr a; supplies on h in 1 at all times.
All

Tel. 17-21, Lincolnviile.

j

nicipality in Ohio.”

Self.ist Drug Store

| WILLIAM A. BAH?, Prop..

Near Chas. H. Sim-

MILTON B.
2tf

STORE

WITH

For Sale
Dry Slabs

DRUG

IS NOW

--

j

CORNER

paper,

so

Daily at the
Weekly.

FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE

Dissolved in water for douches stops I
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and inflam- ■
mation. Recommended by Lydia E. 1
Pinkham Med. Co, for ten years.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh,
|
sore throat and sore eyes, Economical. I

Price

a

Newspaper

in the World

Much at

Low

so

a

extraordinary deansing anti germicidal power. I
Sample Free. 50c. all d rorgists. or postpaid by [
The Paxton Toilet C -ompnny, Boston, Maas. ^

Has

X^*1*8"-

Price.

The value and need of a newspaper in the household was never
greater than at the present time. We
have been forced to enter the world
war, and a mighty army of ours is
already in France fighting great battles and winning magnificent victories. You will want to have all the
news from our troops on European
battlefields, ani 1919 promises to be
the most momentous year in the history of the world.
No other newspaper at so small a
price will furnish such prompt and
accurate news of these world-shaking events, it is not necessary to
say more.

The Thrice-a-Woek World’s regular subscription price is only $1.00
per year, and this pays for 156 papers.
We oiler, to all who pay in advance,
this unequalled newspaper and The
Republican Journal together for one
year for $2.50. The regular subscription price of the two papers is $3.00.
Address, The Republican Journal

Publishing Company.

Maine’s automobile registration for the
year 1918 exceeded all expectations. It
was thought at the close of 1917, owing
to war conditions, that if the total receipts of 1917 were exceeded during 1918
by even $25,000, the business would be
gratifying. That was done, the total for
the year just ended being $570,171, or
$82,109.13 more than in 19 V\

HR, W.

LIliRV,

DENTIST,
Misotiic Temple,

lidtut

We

!

CORD WOOD
FOR SALE.
Inquire of
F. M.

or

WALTER B. DUTCH.

GEO. t. JOHNSON,

Attorney at Law
BELFAST. MAINE.
Practice in all

siacUttv.

Courts.

Probate! practica
2ft

STOCKTON

YOUTH-TIME
The important time to lay
strong foundation for
robust manhood is while life is

a

young and the

body develop-

ing. A growing child needs
every possible help to conserve
energy and confirm the body
in vigorous health. To a

developing

child

Mrs.
from

a

Saturday.

Sarah

F.

4^
IS

1

SEARSPORT.
James H Duncan was a business visitor in Waterville Tuesday.
Miss Elsie Giikey returned Wednesday
from a week’s visit in Brockton, Mass.
Mrs. Lila Blee lias returned from a
month’s visit with friends in New York.
Maurice L. Dolliver has recovered from
his recent illness and is able to be about
town.
Miss Ruth Trundy is the guest of her
sister, Mrs. Leon White (Laura Trundy)
in Bangor.
A basket ball game is scheduled for this
evening between Castine A. A. and the
local basket ball team.
Mrs. Henrietta Y'oung, who is ill at her
home on Union street, is attended by
Miss Elizabeth Porter.
U. S. Deputy Collector of Internal
Revenue was in town Monday' investiting income tax returns.
Dr. Levi Irundyleft town to take up
the dental practice of the late Dr. William
Curtis of Everett, Mass.
Clarence L. Giikey has obtained his release from Fort Williams and will resume
his position with the S. L. Crosby Co. of

Bangor.
Mrs. A. .7 Nickerson and daughter,
Miss Jessie, left Friday for Tampa, Fla.,
where they will spend the remainder of
the winter.

Bridges is recovering

There will be

Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Hichhorn and Mrs.
R. L. Mudgett were
last week.

in

Bangor,

one

Packard.

community roll call
Miss A. M. Millett is in Belfast this
Jan. 16th.
Picnic dinner at Grange hall
Dr. and
and after exercises at the church.
| week the guest of her brother,
Mrs. Adelbert Millett.
The interment of May Daggett was at
Mr. Ephraim Wiley, who lives in the
Morrill Cemetery last week. The family
house formerly owned by Dr. Crooker, is
formerly lived in town and old friends
suffered a
wish to extend sympathy to them in quite seriously sick, having
severe shock of paralysis Jan. 7th and
t heir great bereavement.
has not been able to move or speak.
Seven patrons from town attended PoMr. J. w. Skinner has received a letter
mona grange at Equity Grange hall Jan.
from his son George Skinner under the
7th, and reported very small attendance
date of Jan. 6th saying, “We have been
on account of
sickness, but very pleasant
delayed in New York some time to have
and interesting meeting.

rather serious cold.

day

Staples returned on the afternoon train
Friday from a short stay in Bangor.

a

i repairs

The Larkin Club was entertained
by
Mrs. Bert Thomas at the home of Mrs.

made

ship, but will sail
England, then will go to

on

j

|

Mr. Alvin Hatch has
of horses.

bought

field,
a

new

span

in

for the

Monroe,
family.

where she went to care

Lion. C. M. Conant and son Amos were
Boston for a brief slop last week.
Amos has received his honorable dis-

Miss Aima Woodbury was a week-end
guest of Ruth McFarland of Montville.

in

Miss

Elouisc Shibles and Beatrice
Leavitt spent the week-end in Waldo.

charge from the navy.
It. C.

Nealey

Daily Matinee

PLEASING

at 2.30
Prices. 6c.—11c.

■

from Belfast Saturwhere he has been in attendance at
came

DERFEOTLY

HOTOPLAYS

•

ROJECTED

——1

■

THURSDAY
FAMOUS BEAUTY and SINGER

the

tomorrow for
picture show reI franco and perhaps to Italy.’’
opened on Saturday evening, but for the Gracie Bowen Friday evening. Fourteen
Seventy- five members of Arbutus Chappresent there will be no pictures showm were present, a fine supper was
served, ter, Order
of the Eastern Star, visited
on Tuesday evenings.
and a long evening passed in sociability
Rosewood Chapter at their regular meetMr. and Mrs. Charles Snowr of Atkin- and games.
ing Friday evening and witnessed the inson are in town,
called by the illness of
The officers of Honesty Grange were
their daughter, Mrs. W. J. Donohue, who
stallation of the officers which was very
installed Wednesday evening, Jan.
is reported much improved.
8tb, impressively done by one of their memThe many friends of Mr. and Mrs. Lee by Past Master, Sister I. G. Sanborn of bers, Mrs. Eva Ripley.
Following is a
Wentworth are interested in the report Silver Harvest Grange, Waldo. A fine list of
the officers installed: Mrs. Nettie
that they have a seven-pound son, born supper and a fine time was
I
enjoyed, and 1 Marriner, Worthy Matron; Fred Marrirecently at their home in Boston.
j
the spirit of “I won’t go home ’till mornner, Worthy Patron; Mrs. Alice Andrews,
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Hopkins, enroute ! ing” prevailed.
Associate Matron: Miss Angelia Millett,
to California, have visited Mr. and Mrs.
The funeral of Lewis Jackson, one of
E. F. Burden at Littleton, Colo., accordSecretary; Mrs. I.ucretia Paul, Treasurer;
j
ing to a w'ire received by their son, George our oldest inhabitants, was held at the Miss Mary Cobb, Conductress; Mrs. BerH. Hopkins.
church Thursday afternoon, Jan. 9th. tha
Cushman,Associate Conductress; Mrs.
A considerable number of persons are Mr. and Mrs. Jackson were spending the Fannie Cobb, Chaplain; Mrs. Lilia
Miller,
on
the sick list, but no one is taking winter with their
daughter, Mrs. Charles Marshal; Mrs. Harriett Marriner, Adah;
chances with colds, serious recurrence of Savage at
Augusta. The remains were Mrs. Alice Hunt, Ruth; Mrs. Hattie Wing,
influenza in near-by places causing great
brought home accompanied by the daugh- Esther; Mrs. Emma Paine, Martha; Mrs.
apprehension, conducive to caution.
ter.
j The
Mrs. Jackson was so feeble she was Martha Butler,
Electa; Mrs. Lelia Jackadvantages of government manunable
to come. Rev. Nathan Hunt of- son,
agement of public utilities is further ilWarder; Orin P. Jackson, Sentinel.
lustrated by the arrival on Jan. 10th of a ficiated; John Berry, Elisha Brown, Frank After the installation the newly insmall, plainly addressed package that Paul and Frank Currier, bearers.
stalled Worthy Matron in very approwas shipped
from the Pacific coast on
Dec. 16th.
Your correspondent, through the cour- priate speeches presented Mrs. Eva Ripley
of friends, was present at the instal- with a picture and Mrs. Lilia Miller with
Angus Holmes, Jr., arrived the after- | tesy
a
Past Matron’s pin, to which they relation of officers at Riverside
noon of the 8th for a short visit with his
I
Grange, sponded in
words of great appreciation.
He has finished a course at the Poor’s Mills,
parents.
Thursday evening, Jan 9th.
navigation school at Rockland and has A goodly number
were present, including
received his certificate as third male for
VV rnih’S
CORISER. Y\ interpoit
representatives from five granges with
any tonnage in all waters.
the host grange, making quite a
county
Mrs. John Howes is recovering from a
Miss Laura Bickford returned to Hersevere
grip cold contracted during a meeting. A great supper was most mon
last week to resume teaching.
Christmas visit away.
She has been thoroughly enjoyed. Past county master
cared for by Mrs. Emma A. Prescott, Edmund Brewster of
Miss Edna Conant and her brother
assisted
Belmont,
Tywho opportunely returned from a trip to
by brother and sister 1. G. Sanborn of ler returned to Hebron Academy Monday.
to
be
of
service
in
the
Boston,
emergency.
1 Silver Harvest Grange, installed the ofMiss Mildred Larby is in Monroe at the
The name of Earle C. Dennison of Cul- licers in a
very pleasing manner. Short home ol Charles Knight to assist in the
I
ler, who was a member of Morrison’s speeches were made
by nearly all present. i work during the illness of the family.
fishing outlit last year, appears in late
casualties as severely wounded. A letter
Mrs. Marcus Littlefield has been ill
|
with
to Mr. Morrison from Cutler states that
KNOX.
! Slip at the home of her son, G. E Littlethe
Crockett’s moving

Felix Powell will continue his
young man has had an arm practievangelistic services at the M. E. Church cally ruined.
until Tuesday of the coming week.
AtThe many friends of Dr. H. E. Small,
tendance at the meetings is excellent.
: who removed
to Ft. Fairfield last fall to
rhe following officers have been elected take charge of the hospital in that busy
j
to serve in the Ftu Camp Fire
during the town, regret to learn that lire temporarily
ensuing year: President, Lilia Nickerson; demoralized his organization one day last
Vice President, Coreta Gray; Secretary, ! week and caused considerable loss in his
Frances Ireland; Treasurer, Alice Hav- stock of drugs and apparatus.

ener.

at Belfast.

Mrs. J. L. Lancaster and Mrs. Everett

e

Rev.

Percy Baker left for his home in Fort
Fairfield last

POLONIAT
V THEATRE
-L/

Mrs. Mary Packard of Castine is visiting relatives and friends in this vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Woods were SunBertram Luce of Oakland spent the
day guests of Mr. and Mrs. N. S. Donahue
week-end with Mr. and Mrs. Raymond

Massachusetts.

youth-time nourished and
strorgthened to with ^;and 'f' \
.the inroads of disease by the Yftf
N. 7,

in

Bangor.

H. Morrison returned home Wednesday of last week, leaving his wife in

with particular help.
Thousands of the strcng mea
and women of today were in

Scott ‘s.

Saturday

SEARSMONT

A little boy has arrived at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Heal.

W.

comes

use or
ocott St Lswiic, IjlojmliclJ,

Mrs. William Avery spent

MORRILL.

Herbert G. Bagley has moved his family into one of the apartments in McLaughlin’s building.

SCOITS
EMULS

consistent

SPRINGS.

!
1

fLlNA

CsVAUE,IiI
{.fiunmwu

MACKSEnn^
Tv.0 R«,

UNA CAVALIER! “An
"A WOMAfToF IMPULSE”
|
A picture filled with dramatic
siluations of
great power.
A distinct

(

InternatioiJ
S"e

%*/ an

m

W ftK “S

triumph!_

jft.

FRIDAY
THE SUPER-PICTURE YOU’VE BEES AWHITI

“The Romance of Tarza i”
“More Thrilling than “Tarzan of tha
Aoas’1
A

cast

Elmo

of selected

Lincoln,

Maaison.
apes,

In

lions,

screen

Enid

artists, headed by

Markey

and

and other

Cleo

can

addition, a troupe of wild
tigers, leopards, crocodiles,

jungle beasts, includin
elephant of munmoth size, Y

inent parts in this
nusterly
duction of picture thrills.

SATURDAY

MONDAY

CHARLES
RAY

Constance
-IN-

“The Law of the
North”

A swift

joy-spreading comedy
drama.

ADDED ATTRACT,ON!

of Lift' in the

‘1H! SURRENDER OF

North

THE mm F1EET"

Pathe News
Pathe

UESOAY

Talmadge

-IN-

Thrilling Photoplay

T

arm

Comedy

OFFICIAL

PICTURES

WEDNESDAY

Lloyd Hill, who as sardine inspector
Sunlight Grange, Knox Station, will day,
Joseph P. Curtis of Everett, William stationed here two seasons ago made elect their officers at
their next meeting. the January term of court as a juryman,
Ford pf Melrose and Charles F.aton of many friends, has recently sent a card to
It P. Plummer’s iiay press and crew He w'ill remain at home until the unpleasAntrim, N. H.( accompanied the remains William Avery from a base hospital in
-IN-IN
ot Dr. William Curtis from Everett to France, where
ant effects of a cold which
he is recovering from are pressing hay at Willis
he contracted
Richardson’s.
this town for burial on WodPpsdav of last wounds. He also sent a copy of Stars
disappears.
Mr. and Mrs. Merton
and Stripes to Dr. C. E. Britto.
Bradford of ThornM. J. Haley has been in Monroe
d; ke were Sunday callers at LS.
Spencer’s,
j forMrs.
Elmer B. AriV'M has sent to a friend in
Miss Violet Meyers has returned to
two weeks on account of the serious
Mrs. B. L. Aborn will install the officers
;
Newton, Mass., where she is attending' town views of AJeaeiion, 3 famous French of freedom
illness wi’h pneumonia of her
son, M. A.
Grange at their next meeting, i
OAK HILL, Swanville.
the Ml. Ida School.
She )ia» beep the watefiiljf place of ante-war days, with a
whose many friends m this town
Llaley,
eues! cd her mother for the
be has
past three
c 0f"the “'eerk'ma time”
weeks.
J. F. Bryant has a crew cutting ice ; are pleased to learn is making a satisfachad rambling about the streets and beaches
Mr. L. D. Holmes and family are all
while located at Camp Hunt as a member William Stevens of Jackscn is helping tory recovery.
out again after an attack of influenza.
An interesting letter from L. C. Hav- of the 2nd Pioneer Inf. detachment.
him.
ener of Worcester tells of his work with
Miss Louise lJbby has returned to the
Mr. and Mrs. F. O. Holmes, who have
The acrobatic activities during the past
tin "Y” ami some of his experience in
Joseph Wing and John Ingraham eacii j E. M. G. Hospital, after two weeks’ vaca- been very ill with influenza, is convalescrossing Iasi August. Mr. Havener is week of small portions of mercury con- returned from Belfast.
Saturday with bad I tion ai her home, during which she cared cent.
Physical Director in the Y. M. C. A. and fined in glass tubes, ending in their seekcolds.
for her brother Lewis through a severe
ing rest at the point marked 20 degrees
is now located at Brest, France.
Mrs. Mabel Seekins has returned home
below Sunday morning, suggest to the
Several from Knox attended the recep- attack of influenza and from which lie is
At the .Junior Sunday School of the many friends of Dr. G. A. Stevens that
j
after helping Mrs. F. O. Holmes for a
now convalescent.
First Congregational
Church, Thrift he must have been contemplating a re- tion and dance of Mr. and Mrs. Gene
week.
Nickless in Freedom Thursday night.
Stamps have been awarded to the fol- turn from his Florida sojourn.
Several families in this vicinity are ill
Mr. and Mrs. F. P Webb were in Freelowing pupils for good attendance during
The first real cold wave struck this with the prevailing epidemic, but thus far
S. B. Merrithew has received from his
the lost quarter, Mary Havener, Oriila
dom Jan. 12th, guests of Mrs. S. J. Flye
1. H. Merrithew, a most in- town Saturday, and Sunday the
Private
no serious cases have developed and unson,
temperaWhitcomb, Alice, Inez, and Minerva
and family
Classes in the department are teresting reproduction of a photograph ture varied from 12 to 17 below.
Gray.
With der the solicitous care of L>r. E C. Newof
the
to
entire
division
which
the
young
I Mr. John Knowiton and wife have been
provided for beginners, first and second
comb
the
of
a
the
wind blowing gale Saturday night,
afflicted ones seem
Newburg,
man was assigned at Camp Devens.
The
year primary, second, third and fourth
Is NEEDED AT ONCE to help mak.
helping L. D. Holmes and family in their
on the road to a speedy recovery.
thousands of men massed on a hillside the roads were badly drifted,
year junior students.
recent illness.
stir the imagination and help those far
REFUGEE GAR'AEN iS for the homeless
Mf. and Mrs. Blynn Hogan entertained
On Monday evening the following offi- from “the madding throng'’ to a realizaMr. Frank Peavey and daughter Fay of
SWANV1LLE.
and Northern France.
of
ers
tion of what the lorlunate are witness- a party of friends at their pleasant home
cers were installed at the regular meetI Belfast were recent guests of Mr. and
overseas.
ing
and
readmusic
F.
Past
of
Anchor
O.
Saturday
night.
by
ing
S.,
Cards,
Chapter,
These garments must be completed by M
On account of sickness all public gath- Mrs. E. C. Peavey.
Matron Eunice I.arrabee of Lakeview,
Arnold Knox arrived home last week, ings, with refreshments of cake and cofhave been cancelled.
Maine: Worthy Matron, Mrs. C. N.
A garment made now has double the reii
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Harvey were
having been discharged from the army at fee, served to make the time pass very erings
Meyers; Worthy Patron, James R. Dun- Camp Upton. Although he enlisted as
Mr. Sewall Harriman has been having guests of Mr. and Mrs. Bryon Bowden in
pleasantly.
of a garment made next month.
can; Associate Matron, Mrs. E. W. Gil- late as
June, he was sent overseas and
trouble with infection in one hand. He Stockton recently.
key; Conductress. Miss Lillian G. Bun- served as a truck driver transporting
is improving under the careful attention
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